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be seen concentrated all the results of to these punctures and reproducethe
scientificresearch into the phenomena of vibrations in the diaphragm. Those latsound and vibration. It is in one an ear ter, soling on the air, give to It the same
that hears all sounds that strike It and a relative impulses,in the same order and
mouth that repeats these sounds in the energy as were given it by the organs of
same tone and with the same accuracy sa speech or other causes of the original
they were received,but as yet not with sound. Hence, the conditions of atmosequal volume. It analyzes the sounds In pheric vibrations alike in both cases, the
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12 00
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1 T.
3 M.
6 M.
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
erof a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
Heading bolts, hardwood ............
2 75 the most delicatemanner, marking each
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IJUTKAU A
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Scott and others.
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It is to its properties as a sound reproAd Z before the Subscriber'sname will donnte
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All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
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.effect it is done on the
phonograph.
To reproduce the sounds
as the phonograph, invented by the now
celebratedAmerican. Thomas A. Edison, that caused the vibrationsof the diaphragm
of Menlo Park, N. J., must be regarded sod the puncturingof the tinfoil wrapper
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samteffectsmust be produced; and

if the

souip of the human voice causes the
diaphram to vibrate and mark the tinfoil
the inverse action of the tinfoil on the
diaphragm when the cylinder it revolved
causes the reproductionof the same series
of vibrations, and consequently the

sounds. The

same

process is so entirely simple

tint even intelligent observersfind

some
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rvEMING, W.

H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
Improved machinery is enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr.ces than any anrroandlng town. Plow
points grunnd to order, 10th streetwest of River st.
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CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material fUruished at Grand Rapids prices.
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# 11 00 a. m.

scientific difficulty,and they do not perceive how entirely devoid of Intricacy are

dog

the operations of cause

Sells Tickets to principal points in the United
Sta'es and Canada. Through bills ol Lading isnued
and rates given for fielght to all points east and
VtUrr Pibliet
west. Information as to routes and connections of giving the cylinder lonaltudinsi motion. that writes them, and that the aaid instrument retraces them with the same energy
POST,
D., Real Estate and laaaranoe for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
grooves between the threads on the
Agent, Notary Public sad Conreyaacer ; Col- cheerfully furnished at the
as that with which it wrote, it follows
lection* made In Hollaad and vlslaltv.
cylinder surface are intendedto govern

9.45 “

in. 1

ERBEEK, H.

Proprietors

Saw sad Flour

“
“

in comprehending it. Their

min^s are prepared to wrestle with some

and effect brought
to their uotice iu the phonograph. Everyor the scream of a parrot, if once written
by the phongraph un its sheets of tinfoil, body knows that if a drum is struck by &
can be reproduced therefromat pleasure drumstick a peculiar sound is emitted,
due to the vibrations of the tightly
as distinctly as it was first emitted. In
stretched sheepskin head. Those are at
mechanism the phonograph is simplicity
once understood to be the cause of the
itself. It consists of a cylinder of brass,
mounted on a horizontal axis, supported sound. Now suppose it is possibleto
write down these vibrations or rather that
by two bearers, and revolved either by
they should write themselveswith a
hand, clockwork or steam power. On the
minuteness and accuracy that could never
surface of the cylinder, which is about
be accomplished by art, one surface of
four inches in diameter, is cut a screw
such character as would enable them to be
thread, correspondingexactly in pitch
as accuratelyretraced by the instrument
with that cut on the axis for the purpose
line of a Putti, the loud barking of a

Lard ..........................
Smoked Meat ............... ....
Ham ....................
Shoulders .............
Tallow, per lb ....................
Turkeys,
...............
Chickens,dressed per lb .........

difficulty

2.40
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HENRY

* Mixed trains,
t Dally except
. Bunday
Sunday and
a
Monday.
X Dally except Saturday
7-1 y
D OOST, John A. Notary Public. Office In Comi
‘
jra only.
XV- mon Connell Room*, Vau Landegeods block,
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be ran by Chicago Eighth atreet.
A beautiful lot of printi can be round
time which la 90 minutes later than Colnmbua
IlfALSH, II., Notary Pnfcllc, Conveyancer, at Harrington’sat 5 cents per yard.
time.
T
and inanrance Agent. Office, (My Drug
Store. 8th street.

The

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
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Monday
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A Gentle Hint,

Xioh. Lake Shore Bail BeadPhnloiaai

In our style of climate, with its sudden

the trace of the needle or point attached
to

the vibrator when passing over the

volving surface. The vibrator

It a small

annular frame of wood, over the

which

To

re-

orifice of

is placed a thin plate of tin type.

the centre of

this plate Is

attached a

that a reproduction of the vlbrationa will
attend the retracing of their autographic

which
they in combinationproduce by their
effect on the atmosphere.This is exactly

characters, and of course the sound

what occurs in the operation of Ibo phono-

graph. The inatrument it really more
Taken Effect, Tuesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite changes of tempentture,—rain, wiud and fine steel or mineral point In the direction
than what its name expresses,because it
rl 8. W. cor. Public Square.
sunshine ofleu intermingled in a single of the cylinder, that is on the back part
Qohf Sostk.
Oaiif tfortk
not only autograpbicallyrecords vibraNo. 4. No. 2.
No. a. No. 1,
RAT10X8.
|>E8T, R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians. day,— it U no wonder that our childreu, of the tin type plate when the latter Is arp. m.
p. m.
a. m.
p. m.
friends
and
relatives
are
so
frequently
tion 1 due to sounds, but reproduces them
mJ Office at their residence, Overysel, Mlcb.
ranged on the instrument.The whole
Muskegon,
9 00
7 50
800 12 15
taken from u* by neglectedcolds, half
again, and with them the sounds to which
Ferrysburg,
2 83
8 40
7 25 11 41
T EDEBOER, B. Physicist* and Surgeon: Office the deaths resultingdirectlyfrom this vibrator is mounted on a movable arm, by
Grand Haven,
8 56
2 38
7 15 11 36
Xi
comer
Eleventh
and
River
street
opposite
6 30 11 07
Pigeon.
9 40
8 13
cause. A bottle of Boschee’sGerman Sy- means of which it can be remored from they owe their origin.
public square.
10 40
Holland,
8 45 11 15
fi 85
rup kept about your home for immediate or applied to the cylinder at will and
Fillmore,
4 15 11 45
CuriotitiMof s Richmond (Yft.) Revival.
5 07 10 18
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physicianand Surgeon; use will prevent serious sickness,a large
9 80
Allegan,
5 00
1 15
8 55
±J office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL doctor bill, and perhaps death, by the use clamped in position.
D. P. CLAY, Receiver.
The religious revival that is now in full
A M. L. S. 4t. R. crossing.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
of three or four doses. For curing ConNow the instrumenthas no other parts
blast
in all of the colored churches here
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
If ORRIS, 8. L., Physicianand Surgeon. Office, sumption, Hemorrhages,Pneumonia, Se- but the cylinder and its axil and the vibraI. R. R. and L. S. A, M. S. for Plalnwell,Kalama- Ivlat resli.ence,on Twellthst., and at H. Walsh’s vere Coughs, Croup or any disease of the
beats auythlugof the kind evyr known.
Drug Store.
zoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
Throat or Lungs, its success is simply tor with its arm— yet what wonderful re- The revival started with a series of serOCHOUTKN, R. A. City Puystcian. Office at D. wonderful, as your druggist will tell you. sults are obtained. A sheet of smooth mons on hell, deliveredby a leading colO R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8tb Street.
German Syrup is now sold iu every town tinfoil is adjustedaround the cylinder and
luotitfoo fiMctorg.
and village on this continent. Sanlple secured in position with a little gum. The ored preacher, and the vlvidneta with
Pktoripbir.
which he pictured the flames of the eterbottles for Irial, 10c.; regular size, 75c.
Attorney*.

OWARD,

8—

TJIGGINS,

M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

XX

of fancy colored shirts are Just
receivedat E. J. Harrington at Irom 75c
to $1.50 each.

ladilsn.

IfAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of

V

River street.

vibrator with its adjustable mouthpiece is

then moved to the cylinder and clamped

A lot

. Notary Public; River street.

VfC BRIDE, P. R., Attorney and Connselor at
ivl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.Ne. 11

4m

B. P. the leadiug Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

in position, with its pointer bearing ou the

wrapper of

tinfoil to

such

a degree that, If

the cyliuder is revolved, the point

Facts that we

Eighth street.

trace a shallow groove on

Know.

its

age mind, let alone

ignorant

surface cor-

and

auper-

siitlousnegroes. The churches have been

besiegedby thousands,all day, who could

will

and dealer in

Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

nal regions was enough to excite the aver-

not get in. To-night there

were

six hun-

dred penitents at Mount Zion Church,

five

responding with the threads cut on the
hundred at Brooks, four hundred and fifty
If you are suffering with a severe cough,
cylinder surface. The apparatus being
Tobacco
sal
Clears.
given to forecloanre of Mortgage*and collections.
cold, asthma, broncliitis, consumption, loss
at Ebenezer, two hundred and sixty at
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
of voice, ticklingin the throat, or any now ready the operator either applies Memorial, one hundred and fifty at BenBulks A Bros.
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
affection of the throat or lungs, tee knote power to the axle crank or turns it by
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
that Dr. King's New Discovery will give hand as regularly as possible. At the gas and a large number at other churches.
'PEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Patten'* bang
This afternoon a group of sable maidens,
you
immediate relief. We know of hunWatch** ud Jivilry.
same time he or she speaks, sings or
Eighth street.
dreds of cases it has completelycured, and
just from church, rushed to Franklin
Basils g and sob*a|e.
TOSLIN A B REYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, that where all other medicines had failed. whistles, groans, coughs, sneezes or laughs street, the swell avenue of Richmond, and,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar- No other remedy can show one hall as into the mouthpiece over the diaphragm
TTAN PUTTEN J. A SON., Banking and Col- ket and Eighth Street.
many permanent cures. Now to give you until the cylinder has passed to the limit stationing themselveson a corner, stopped
lecting, Draft* bought and sold; Kightn
all the fashionable promenadera and urged
9-ly
satisfactory proof that Dr. King's New Dismarked by the width of the tiufoil sheet
covery will cure you of Asthma, Bronchitis,
them to seek religion. The scene was
Barbin.
Consumption,severe Coughs and Colds, The vibrator arm is then unclamped and
O UERBURNE, S. W., Bhmdon, Mich., Attorney
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention

O

X

A

O

street.
V

Mftlt?.

pvE GROOT,

L. barber. Uair cutting, shaving,
sbampoonlng, bair-dyeingt etc., done at rea
•enable rate*. Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

±J

Hotel.
loot* and ShMi.

TTEROLD, E„

Manufacturer of and dealer
dea
in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.,
Eighth street.

XI

Hoarseness, or any hroat or Lung dis- the point withdrawn until the cylinder has
ease, if you will call at W. Van Putten’s
been revolved hack to its original position.
Drug Store we will give you a trial bottle
t 0. of 0. F.
Then
the point of the diaphragm is again
Holland City Lodge, No. 199, Independent Order free of cost, or a regular size for $1.00. *
applied
securely to the cylinder surface of
of Odd Fellows, bolds tu regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tneaday Evening
For fancy striped stockingat 12 cents tinfoil, on which has been punctured
of each week
a pair go to E. J. Harrington’s Cheap Cash every vibration of the diaphram due to the
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
A. W ELTON, N. G.

Di&tlit.

market.

Try Johnston’sSarsaparilla the

store.

.

F. * A. X.

the

A Regular Communicationof Unity

Lodge.

best in
tf

No. 111. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
While Lead, Paints, Oils, Varnishea,
R. Dental Surgeon. Performs Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening. May
all operationsappertainingto Dentistryin 15, at?# o'clock, sharp.
Brushes, etc., cheap for cash, at
David Behtsch, W. M.
me best style of the art. Office, over K. Harold's
O. Bret nan, Sec'y.
J. O. DOESBURG.
Shoe store.

CMJRGUSON, B.

X

&rn|t

ui

Uidioiati.

rhOESBURG.d.O.,Dealer

Drags and MedlXJ clnea, Palnu and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Physician'sprescription* carelully put up: Eighth st.
in

Vf EENGS,

special mice?.

Tolle

price?”

NOTICE.

.....

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
XTAN PUTTEN, Wa., Healer In Drags, Medlclnea, Paints. Oilr, etc.; Proprietor of Dr, services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
W. Van Din Bitova Family Medicines;Eighth St. coucbeur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particularattentionto
WALSH HEBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist; a chronic
diseases, and fine surgery, be has
fall stock of goods appertaining to the baaconcluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
ineM.
City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
furaUar#,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.

?

f

Vf EVER,

H. A CO., Dealersin all kinds of Far-

rictare Frames, etc., mver street.
flrfiesrlsi.

l^LIBTSTRA, A., Groceries and Snpplles; a
X ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market at.

'

1

.

Query: “Why will men smoke com
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
Bros. 'Seal of North Carolina,'at the

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, Mediclnea, Fancy Goods,, Toilet Articles and Perfameries. River street.

J±

until 4 p.

m.

If

E. BEST,

M. D.

negro operatives became so wrought up on
the subject of their salvation that they

could do nothing but shout and pray.
Hundreda had to be discharged.

Ton Intend

same

4My

to Paint,

sounds uttered in the mouthpiece. A
girl named Martha Hodge jumped up in
paper funnel is now attached to the
the middle of the sermon and yelled that
mouthpiece and over the diaphragm for
she saw a vision. The moon, she said,
the purpose of concentrating thd found,
was bathed in blood, which was a sign
the cylinder is revolved as before, and the
that the earth was coming to an end. At
phonograph repeats in a clear tone every
one of the hotels to-day colored waiter
word and sound recorded on the tinfoil
named Henry Barkesdale was converted
sheet. The astonishedlistenershear issuwhile carrying a plate of soup to one of
ing from the initrumentthe song “John
the guests. He dashed the soup down on
Brown's body lies mouldering In the
floor and gave vent to bis feelings by
grave,” &c., with the reinforced chorus
shouts peculiar to the Ethiopian race.
notes of “Glory, glory, hallelqjab,”Ac.
The police have arrested sundry shouters
jnst as they have been sang into the
on the atreets who appeared to be demouthpiece. The utterance of a formal

the Drug Store of Heber Walsh, platformspeech Is given with every change ranged.-— Jttetoxmd (Fa.) despatchto the
Cincinnati Enquirer.
and examine the
of intonation. The emphases are marked

Call

at

The Ninety-six (S. C.) Guardian chroniSeventy Shades of Collage Colors, tnd the pauses, inflexions, Ac., as percles
the birth, of celored parents, ot a
fectly
regulated
and
reproduced
••
if
reThese psints are mixed ready for the
very
singular child. From the waist to
peated
by
the
original
speaker.
In
a
word,
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be applied

by any person: Sample

cards free.

every sound of

pitch that causes vibra- the crown of the child’s bead its akin is

diaphragm and thereby
the
most
minute
impressionsof the
very
5-18w
Ovbrysbl Sept 22, 1878.
pointer attnebed to it on the tin foil
While coughs and colds are very prev- wrapper of the cylinder is reproduced, no
For the latest style ot Princess Dress
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s matter how that aonnd may be in comFans go to
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Cough and Lang
tf
binationwith others.

U

terday at all the tobacco factories the

In one of the churches last night a little

Store.

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
/^.EE, D. M., Dental Surgoen; residenceand ofVJ flee on Eighth street,opposite Van Raalte's
Shoe
.

truly remarkable and picturesque. Yes-

cheap.

White Letd, Oils, Varnish, Brushes, &c.,

Syrap.

tions of the tintype

pure white, from the hips
the skin

down

is

to

the knees

of 1 cosi-black, and from there

the skin Is white.

covered with hair as white

m

The bead

it

driven snow,

and is unusually long for s child of that
age. The child is large and healthy.

priationbill with varlons Senate amendments, recommending obneurrenqq. In some and non-conand Consul General Bradford, in the investiga- onrrenoe in othere.The. report of the committee
was agreed to. . The Benito Funding bill in regard
tion now in- process by a House committee.
to the Padflo Railway Companies hiving been
Albeadi 6,000 applications have been received reachedon the Speaker's table, Mr. Oox, of New
from persons claiming pensions under the act- York, moved that it be pot upon its passage. Under
lately passed by Congress, granting pensions te the previous qaestlon, the main question being orsoldiers of the war of 1812 and their widows,’ dered, a vote was taken on the passage of the-Jblll,
and resulted— yeas, 213 ; nays, 2 ; so the bill was
and to pay them would take $550,000 a year. passed. Tbe negative votes ware cast by Messrs.
When the bill was under considerationit was Butler and Lynde. . .The next bill on the Speaker’!
stated that the number of pensionerswould not table was the bill for the repeal of the Bankrupt
law, pending consideration of which the House
be more than a few hundred.

out against George Saward, Ministerto China,

THE IOWA MAD-STONE.

to enjoy good health. She’d look you
right smiling in the eye, and you’d
Stone that Haa Been Known tor 130
think thar were more sugar in her nor
Year*— How It Ii Used.
in a New Orleans merlasses hogshead,
[DavenportCor. Chicago Tribune ]
Inquiry having recently been made as but if you laid yer hands on her onexto the whereabouts of a genuine madr pected like, she’d kick the breeching
stone, the following will give the desired all to flinders in less than a minute.
information regarding one which has a That’s just the way with that mule ; bufc
wonderful record. It is now in the pos- you get into a place where the mud’s
session of Turner Evans, of Paris, Jack- deep, and the rest of the team kerflumthen took a recessuntil 7:30 p. m., the evening sesson township, Linn county, the nearest mixed, and call out to her for assistance^
sion lor debate only.
point to which by railroad is Anamosa, and blast my eyes if she won’t pull heaThursday, April 25.— Senate.—The River
on the Dubuque and Soutn western rail- self dear out of her hide to help ytnx
and Harbor Appropriationbill, which recently
road. Its properties were first known out of your trouble. That were the
passed the House, was read by title and referred.
very way with Nancy, and I keep the
....On motion of Mr. Sargent, the Senate Insisted 180 years ago in Virginia. It has been
upon its amendments to the Naval Appropriation in the Evans family since first known. mule outer love for that gal.”
.
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EtST.
The Presidentand a party of distinguished
guests were entertained by the citizensof
Philadelphia on the 24th of April.... The
twelfth annual meeting of the National Board
of Fire Underwriters was held in New York
last week, Alfred O. Baker, of Philadelphia,
presiding. About forty-five companies were
represented. The followingofficers were
elected for the ensuing year: Alfred G.
Baker, Philadelphia, President;B. Lockwood, New York, Tice President ; M.
ennet, Jr.j Hartford, Secretary; J.
8. Parish, Providence, Treasurer....
The Erie railroad was sold the other day at
New York, in foreclosure suit, by the Farmers’
Loan and Trust Company. The road was purchased for $6,000,000by ex-Gov. E. D. Morgan, David A. Wells and J. Lambor Welsh,
who are trustees for the stockholders.
At the time of the panic, Nathan Mathews

The Secretaryof the Treasury has issued a
: Coupon bonds,

call for the following bonds

dated July 1, 1865, namely, $50, Nos. 50,001 to
53.000, both inclusive;$100, Nos. 60,001 to
90,000 both inclusive;$500, Nos. 85,001 to
63.000, both iuclusive ; $1,000, Nos. 108,001 to
114,400, both inclusive. Total- coupon,

bill,and

asked for a conferencewith the House.

$3,000,000. Registeredbonds, redeem- Agreed to.... Mr. Matthews submitteda resolution
able at the pleasureof the United States directing the Secretary of War to report to the Senafter the 1st day of July, 1870, as follows : $50, ate what amount of money had been expended
Nos. 1,751 to 1,900, both inclusive ; $100, Nos. for the Improvement of the Fox and
Wisconsin rivers, how- much it will
14,101 to 15,200, both inclusive ; $500, Nos.
cost to complete the work, how much has
8,701 to 9,200, both inclusive; $1,000, Nos. been psid for right of wsy, attorneys’ fees, etc. He

The present posset sor received it from
his father, Adam

Evans. It did many
Special Legislation.
wonderful cures, and was known far and
A joint resolution to amend the conwide. He receivedit from his father in
stitution, prohibitingspecial legislation^
1812, while living near Boone Station,
ntroduoed in Congress by Mr. Springer,
Ky. On the death of Adam Evans, it of
28,751 to 30,100, both inclusive ; $5,000, Nos.
asked for present consideration of the resolution,
Illinois,is under considerationby the
8,051 to 8,800, both inolusivo ; $10,000,Nos. but It was objected to by Mr. Cameron, of Wiscon- passed to Turner Evans, more than
House
Committee on Civil-ServiceResin,
and
was
laid
over
.....
Adjourned
to
Monday.
14,851 to 15,507, both inclusive. Total registwenty years ago. During that period
tered, $2,000,000.Aggregate, $5,000,000. House.— The House, after a long debate, con- it has been tested many times, and never form. The resolution is as follows: .
Section 1. CaDgreea ihall not paas any loThe principaland interest will be paid at curred in the Senate amendment to the bill to refailed to cure the rabies, even in the cal, private, or epecial act in any caso where
the treasury eu and after the 30th of July peal the Bankrupt law.... Mr. Schleicher, from the
most severe and almost hopeless cases. the Bubject matter thereof oould be embraced
next, and interest will cease on that day....
Committee on Foreign Affairs, submitted a reAppreheusions in several quarters of serious
At first the neighbors of Mr. Evans were in a general law, and the courts may determine
port of that committee in reference to the
troubles with the Indians this summer are not Mexican border troubles, together with a bill incredulous,and inclined to ridicule the in allcaseB whether any local, private or special
of Boston, was a heavy operator in real estate, thought to be groundless. The War Depart- in relationthereto, requesting the President thing, but, after numerous successful law could have been embracedin a general enact ment
ment is in receipt of communicationsfrom to keep on the Texas border not less than
and was reputed to be worth $7,000,000. He
trials on horses and cattle,doubt was
Beo. 2. CoogreBB shall establish courts in
parties whose opinions are entitled to earnest 5,000 men to protect American citizens, and authorhas just failed for $5,000,000, and, it is said,
attention,, to the effect that warlike move- izing the crossing of the border by United States changed to certainty. During his pos- which shall be adjudicated all claims against
when his debts are paid he will not have a dolments are clearly discernibleon the part of Uoops until such treaty stipulationsshall be made session of the stone nearly 700 cases the United States, under inch regulation as
lar left .. .A number of heavy failures are rewith Mexico as may secure an efficient protection to
Concress may by general law prescribe.
several tribes.
American citizen* and property. Referred to the have been treated, and in not one case
ported . In New York, including Ben Wood,
The sub-committee may probably
POLITICAL.
committeeof the whole .... Mr. Cox, of New York, has the stone failed to give relief, and
who*e liabilitiesare placed at $230,000; the
make a report in favor of the proposiMaoKnab A Harlin ManufaoturinaCompauy, The Presidentis reportedto have informed Introduced a joint resolutionfor a joint committee, effect a cure.
to bo denominated the Committee on Census,to
tion. In the discussionbefore tne comliabilities$200,000 ; David T. Kennedy, buildtake into consideration the proper measures to be
It is not longer than the end of a
er, liabiUties $540,000 ; Theodore Reed, liabili- an inquiring Congressman that, under the employed for taking tbe next censua. Adopted.
mittee it was maintained that an amendman’s
thumb,
weighs
one-fourth
of
an
civil-service policy of the administration,
any
ties $82,000.
Friday, April 26.— Senate.— Not in session. ounce, and resembles a dark sponge, ment of this kind would very much
office-holder of the Government who volunTHE WEST.
House.— A bill was passed exempting from en- with fine pores extending from side to simplify and reform the legislationof
tarily chooses to do so may contributeto poA lady living n*er Connersville,Ind., as- litical campaignfunds, but he desires it to be rollment and admeasurement all vessels not proCongress. The text does not mention
side. Seen through a magnifying glass
tonished her husband, the other day, by giving understood that no officer or employe of the pelled by steam or sail, except vesselsof that chargeneral, laws for the reason that there ia
it resembles flint, and at the outer end
already a provision in the constitution
birth to five healthy children, all boys. Moth- Government wifi incur any danger as to the acter engaged in trade with contiguous foreign
of the pores appear dark rings, lik^
tenure of his officeby refusingto do so.
territory.... Tbe PoetofflcsAppropriationbill was
er and little ones, at last accounts,were doing
sandstone. It is triangular in form, hav- requiring Congress to make provisionto
It is openly asserted at Washington that passed.
well.
. .John Bunk, who murdered Policeman
carry into effect all the powers that are
ing one flat surface, which is called the
Coates,of San Frincisco,a year ago, tMhung oth Cockling and Bntler have done much
Batcbdat,April 27.— Sknatb.—Not in sesconferred upon it Under this proposed
working side.
on the 26th of April.
to aid Tilden in opening np tho Florida busi- sion.
When used it is placed in a bath of amendment it will be the duty of Con“ Oub Aldermen”is the title of a new and
House.— The Indian Appropriation bill was
M&
gress to pass general laws to carry out
one
part milk to three parts water, and
sparklingcomedy just brought out at MoVick“It is said by prominentDemocrats that a passed. It appropriates $4,772,000.... The Legislawarmed to blood-heat The patient is all of the matters now accomplished by
er’s Theater, Chicago, with a speciallystrong
special acts. . This would convert Conresolution will soon be introdneed in the House tive, Executive and jifrllclal Appropriation bill was
required to exercise briskly until the
cast, including Charles Stanley, Harry Pear- directing the Committeeon the Judiciary to taken np and dbcuMM in committeeof the whole.
gress into a legislature for general busison, Roland Beed, and all the members of the investigate the alleged Florida frauds, and au- The fotil amount 'ippropnated by the bill is blood becomes active in circulation,
$14,735,000.
when the skin near the parts bitten is ness to be alike applicableto all classes
regularcompany.
thorize them to send for persons and papers.
of people, and effectually put a stop to
The Detroit Free Press office has been al- This would include the statementsof McLin Monday, April 29.— Senate.— Mr. McCreery, scratchedwith a sharp-pointed instruall Congressional jobbery and claims
and
Dennis,
and
other
proofs
in
that
connecmost totally destroyedby fire. The flames
of Kentucky,presented the credentials of his suc- ment until the blood starts,when the
business.— Washington Cor. Chicagotion. The investigationwill be made with a
bunt out suddenlyat an early hour in the view of ascertainingall tho facts, and not to cessor in the Senate, John 3. Williams.... Mr. Mc- stone is applied. It immediately begins Time*.
to absorb the virus, and, when tilled, is
morning, and spread so rapidly that it was iminterfere with the presentposition of President Creery presented a petitionsigned by a large numpossible to save any of the material The loss
of influential
cluzensj regardless of party, ask- removed and soaked in the milk-andHayes.” So says an AssociatedPress telegram ber
Singular Subsidence of Earth,
ing that Raphael Semmes be assigned to a position
is a severe one to the publishers,but there
from Washington.
on tbe Howgste expedition ____ Bills Introduced: water bath. It is thus repeatedly aphas been no delay in the issue of the paper,
The
owner of a piece of land in ©ne
By Mr. Plumb, to further define the right of plied, until it ceases to adhere to the
FOREIGN NEWS.
the other publishersof the city generallycompre-emption entries within railroad limits ; by flesh, which it will do as soon as the of the suburbs of Liege was the other
ing to the assistance of their unfortunate conThe InternationalTelegraphic Congress, an- Mr. Cockrell(by request), to provide for as- virus is extracted,and not until then. day measuring out a part of it, on which
temporary.
certaining and repiningtbe expense incurred by
he intended to build a house. All at
nounced for July next, in London, has been the Territoryof Idaho in defending themBelve*
While the virus remains, it requiresconThe CincinnatiEnquirer publishes reports postponed for one year on tho motion of the
once he felt tho ground moving under
against the Nez-Perce Indians; by Mr. Cbriatiancy,
which represent the greater portion of the English Government.... In a violent gale on to amend section5,44(7,Revised Statutes,in regard siderable power to remove it. It has
his feet On looking down, he found
States of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Ken the Black sea, a Turkish corvette was lost, with to asnultaupon or interference with the internal been applied nearly 100 times in a single
revenue or customsofficers; also, to amend section case. The rule is to apnly it to long as that he was sinking,and that the earth
tucky, and which show that the present pros- ninety of the crew.
6,497, Revised Statutes,in regard to embezzlements
on which he stood was giving way. So
pect for a heavy yield of fruit this season is
Russian declarationsof privateering is re- by internal-revenue otflorrs ____ Bills passed : House it will take hold. Applied to the flesh
he hurried away— not a moment too soon
very flattering,
ported to have produced a depressing influence bill making an appropriation of $10,100 of a person not affected with rabies, it
as it happened, for, on turning round, to
THE SOUTH.
for pier-light* at the entrance of the Jetlas
no
more
effect
than
a
piece
of
glass,
on British shipping interests..., A number of ties in the South pass of the Mississippiriver ; SenA Saw Astonio telegram reports another German bankers, wbo were induced to meet at ate bill for tho reliefof settler*on public land* unless there be present the taint of his horror he discovered that the very
spot on which he had been working
raid on the northwest frontier of Texas by In- Berlin to considerthe practicabilitv of floating within the double minimum limit* of railroad scrofulous disease, when it will adhere
another Russian loan, unanimously refused to grants, afterward thrown out of the double, mini- as in casee of rabies. The oases cured had disappeared,a surface of about eight
dians from the Fort Stanton reservation.
engage in the work ____ ThetJervian authorities mum limit* by reason of a change In the route of
or nine square yards having fallen in,
The Indians who murdered fifteenpersons have been ordered to preventthe Russians from tbe road*; Houm Joint resolution appropriating by this stone are too many and too well
leaving a fearful chasm of 300 yards
$5,000 for erecting a monument over the grave of
nes iLoredc and captured a large number of recruiting in the recently-annexedterritory____ Thomas Jefferson ; Senate bill granting.lands to tbe authenticatedto permit a doubt of its
deep.
This singukr accident, which
The Russian press have been forbiddento re- Bute of Minfiesbtain lieu of certain lands hereto- efficacy. A Mr. Bunoe, of MechanicsWorses made good their escape.
might
have
cost him his life, is due to
port or comment upon the political demon- fore granted ; House bill to extend tbe provisioue of ville, bitten by a rabid dog, visited Mr.
& ooixibio* on the Richmond and Danville
the practice in former times of closing
strations, riots, or local disturbances, under section 3,297, Revised Statute*,to other Inatitutlons
Evans, and, when he arrived there, was
railroad, ninety-sixmiles from Richmond,re- pain of suspension.
.Gen. Todlebeu has been of learning.
the months of abandoned coal pi stwith
Hocbr.—
Bills introduced : By Mr. Clark, to pre- suffering from paroxysms and nervous
appointed
Commander-inChief
of
the
Russian
sulted in the wrecking of a sleeping ooach,
planks, and covering tbe planks with 41
forces south of the Danube.
vent the insolvency of railroad companies ; by Mr. spasms of the limbs. The stone was apcausing the death of one passenger and the selayer of earth, which in process of time
Intelligence has been receivedin Constan- Turner, to prevent assessments for politicalpur- plied, and he was cured.
became part of the field, and in this case
rious injuringof five others.
A Mr. Field, of Chicago, arrived there
tinople that the Mussulman insurgents have poses ; by Mr. Phillips, setting aside the contract
At Tyler, Texas, recently, four negro chilentered into betweenthe Secretary of the Treasury in a terrible condition. For twenty-four had for a nnmber of years been nndor
surprised a Russian encampment near Philip- and tbs Syndicate ; by Mr. Acklln, repealing the
cultivation, the very existence of the
dren, left locked up at home while the mother
popolis, taking 1,0C0 prisonersand four guns. Iron-cladoath for jorors ; by Mf. Williams, of Mich- hour before the stone was apphed he
coal pit having been forgottenfor generwas at church, were burned to death.
They are now marching toward Samakoff
igan, for the erection of a statu* of Gra. Custer; suffered intense torture from nervous
by Mr. Aldrich, to establish a branch mint at paroxysmsand agony of mind, which, if ations. Some years ago, in the same
A
cable
dispatch
says
it is rumored that Prince
GENERAL.
neighborhood, a farmer, while engaged
Bismarck has retired from the position of me- Chicago ; by Mr. Wilson, repealingthe act entitled
continued another day, would have, he
The Windsor Hotel at Coburg, Canada, was diator. As the principle or simultaneoos “ An act to strengthen the public credit,”approved
March, 1870, pledging payment in gold of all bonds believes, resultedin matinees; in fact, he in plowing, all at once missed a large
destroyed by fire a few days ago. While the withdrawal from Constantinople is accepted, theretofore payable in lawl ul money of tbe United
walnut tree which only a few minutes
he thinks the negotiationsas to de- States....A hill iutroduced by Mr. Fort, forbidding says death would have been a relief to before had been before his eyes. The
firemen were at work one of the walls fell outtails can be more conveniently carried on the further retirement of greenbacks, and providing him, rather than have endpred the torward, burying six of them in the ruins. Three
for the reissue of legal tenders redeemed, was ment. He was wholly cured by the use tree had completely disappeared,having;
directly between the parties concerned
of them were taken out dead, their bodies befallen into one of the abandoned shafts,
A boiler bur*t in a foundry at Dublin, Ireland, passed under a suspension of the rules,by a vote
of the stone.
ing horribly mutilated.A fourth received
of 177 yeas to 33 nays.
killing fifteen persona and wounding twelve,,
the covering of which, composed of
ptobibly fatal injuries.The two others were
Mr. Evans seeks no notoriety. What
Tuesday, April 39.— Senate —The Senate
the victims being mostly occupants of adjoinplanks of wood with earth over them,
badly injured, but will probably recover.
ing houses demolished by the force of the ex- devoted the entire day to the consideration of tbe he has received has come from those who
had through age become decayed, and
It is reported from San Francisco that, in plosion ____ The Grand Duke Nicholashas been
have experienced the benefits of his madbill to repeal the Bankrupt law.
had suddenly collapsed. —French paper.
anticipationof the breaking out of hostilities promoted to the rank of Field Marshal General,
House.— The House consumed the day In dlacuia stone. If any person afflicted with
ivnd
recalled
to
Russia
on
account
of
ill health.
between England and Russia, a movement is
ing the Legialative,Executiveand JudicialAppro- rabies visits him, he will do all he can to
A definition of the position of Russia which priation bill.
Massachusetts has tempemnee soafoot to fit out a privateer in that port to prey
give him relief. He promises nothing,
on British commerce. Letters of marque from is telegraphed from SL Pcternburg.and which
cieties
whose members are pledged not
and makes no pretensions. He is not,a
the Russian Government are already, there in ;s regarded by the London Timex ks possessing
visionist, nor superstitions. The to totally abstain from strong drink, and
Baby
Carriages
and
Baby
Killers.
blank, waiting for the declarationof war, to
authority, does notoffe- much hope for a peacepropertiesof the ma!d-ftone are to him never to get drunk.
be filled out
The Providence Journal says : “ The
able adjustment of the EuropeandifficultyIt
Wilbub F. Stobev, of the Chicago Timex, is to the effect that Russia may consent to time has come for the inevitable baby hn established fact, as much so as that
he will reap wheat where he sows the
THE MARKETS.
has started on a twelve months' tour of the modify the Bulgarian boundary and give up carnage. A generation ago these things
seed. It is at the service of any who
certain other points in the peace of Ban StefaOld World.
were little more than baskets screwed on
wish to use it.
NEW YORK.
no, but that it will insist to the last upon the
The peace in Cuba was short-lived.Insor- utter wiping out of the treaty of 1856. En- to axles without Borings. Then came a
Sieves ........................ $8 60 610 50
Hoafl ..........................
3 80 64 00
gent Gen. Maceo with 1,200 men has renewed gland, on the other band, will insist quite as protest, originally from physicians,
The Future Wheat Fields.
Cotton ........................
10\'6 11
operationsagainst the Spaniards,and there are rigidly that Russia must recognize the princi- against trundlingthe little ones over the
Flour—
Superfine
............
4
50 6 4 80
Minnesota and Dakota are unquestionsaid to be 1,900 other men in the field to con- ples of that treaty, and that it mast take prece- pavements in vans which would rack the
Whkat— No. 2 Chicago .........
1 25 6 I 58
ably destined to become the future Corn— Western Mixed .........
tinue the struggle. A new provisionalgovern- dence of the peace of San Stefano.
46*6 50
Ixmes and addle the brains of the tough35 6 36*
ment has been formed with Gen. Calvar as
The friendshipbetween Russia and Servia is est man. Out of this discussion the wheat fields not only of the Northwest, Oath— Mixed ..................
Rye— Western ................
72 6 74
President. And it is announced ;from Madrid
but
of
the
American
continent
Advices
completely restored. It has been arranged modern baby carriage was evolved, and,
Pork— New Mess ..............
9 75 610 00
that the Spanish Government has decided to
7
1%
that Servia, in the event of an Anglo-Russian as at first constructed,was provided with from the latter represent the acreage of Lard ..........................
send 8,000 fresh troops to the island.
CHICAGO.
spring wheat planted there the current
Bieveb— Choice Graded Steer* ..... 5 00 6 6 35
The bitterfeud existing in Montreal between war, shall only observe the stipulations of the real springs, and, if used with ordinary
Choice Natives ...........4 50 6 4 85
San Stefano treaty, while Turkey remains care, did not endanger life. Gradually season as largely in excess of any preOrangemen and Catholics has culminated in
Cowsand Heifers ........ 3 00 6 3 75
vious year, and practical wheat-growers,
neutral.... A Berlin dispatch says the ceremony
the
springs
have
given
way
to
rigid
strips
Butcher*’ Steers ..........3 50 6 3 85
more bloodshed.A few nights ago, as a party of betrothal of the Duke of Connaught, the
who have made a thorough examination
Medium to Fair ..........4 15 6 4 4u
of Orangemen,who had attended a concertin seventh child and third son of Queen Victoria, of iron, imitating springs, leaving the of the Territory, unhesitatingly pro- Hoob— Live ........................2 60 6 3 85
the subtro of GrfAntown, were going home in to Princess Louise, third daughter of Prince carnage as unfit and dangerous as a
nounce the land as the best wheat soil Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 00 6 7 00
a body, they weie ambushed by a party of Frederick Charles of Prussia, will occur at wheelbarrowfor the delicate mission of
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 6 6 40
CatholicUnionuts. One man was thot dead, Darmstadt in a few days ____ Mr. Maynard, our transportingan infant over rongh cross- in the United States, the prairies of Wheat-No. 2 Spring ....... ...... 1 12 6 1 13
No. 3 Spring ...... ....... 1 06 6 1 07
Texas not excepted. The returns of
another seriously wounded, and a woman re- Ministerat Constantinople,has gone to Volo to
ings and along the average sidewalk.
Corn-No. .......................
40
41
ceived three bullets in one of her legs. There investigatethe massacres by Bashi-Bazouka,
last year’s crop show the average to exOat»— No. .......................
26
27
Tho baby’s tissues will not bear much
is much excitement in Montreal over the af- committed in that vicinity.
.........
.............6i
61
jolting. Its brain is gelatinous, and ceed that of any otherStateor Territory. Rye-No.
fair, and it is feared more serious disturbances
47
A well-known business man, of this city, Barley— No. ..................... 46
will occur.
even its bones soft Nature has made
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... ;. 22
24
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS. its bed m the mother’s arms and on the who has recently passed over the line of Boos— Fresh .......................
8
8*
WASHINGTON.
8 23 6 8 40
the Northern Pacifio railroad, speaks of Pork — Meaa ........................
mother’s
breast.
To
change
this
for
a
Wednesday, April 24.— Senate.—Mr. Eustis
Lard ...............................
7
The House Oommitteeon Naval Affairs has
the Red river valley as the Most beautiMILWAUKEE.
springlesscart is almost murder. Let
agreed to report a bill recommending that the introdneed a bill providingfor ocean mall steam1 17 6 1 18
ful country he ever beheld. The land
bip servicebetween the United States and Brazil. any man or woman try riding a short
1 13 6 1 14
No. 2 .....................
claim of Mrs. Dahlgren, for the Dahlgren gun,
is of unsurpassed richness, and so easily
Referred....Mr. Doney submitteda resolution In40
41
be referredto the Court of Claims, with a trading the Committee on Pnbllo Lands to inquire distance, on the smoothest road, in a brought under cultivation that the
26
Oats— No. 2.
27
limit of $65, 000.... The President has nomin- Into the late survey of tbs westernboundary of tho wagon without springs. The jar will
60
praine. which in September is robed in Bye— No. ........................ 59
ated Geo. L. Smith to be Collector of Customs State of Arkansas, if t^e title to any public land Is be found fatiguing and soon become
58
69
all
the
glory
of
autumnal
flora,
waves
at New Orleans.... The United States Senate affeded thereby, and what farther legislationia painful The interventionof a cushion
ST LOUIS.
with a heavy mantle of golden wheat Wheat-No. 8 Red Fall ............1 15 6 1 to
has reconsideredits setion in rejecting the ap- neoeseatyon the subject. Agreed to.... The
House
bill for the relief of James Flab- or a pillow does not eafie it much. If
37
38
pointment of Mr. Golbnrn, of the New York
tho following August In many inback, late Collectorof InternalBavenue,
26
.....
27
Times, as Consul General to Mexico, and con- Tenth District of . Illinote,was passed. any parent wishes to get a baby carriage stances the first year’s crop pays for the Oats— No, 2. •••••••
59
60
finned him by a handsome vote.
....ThePrlntlngDeflcleney biO was disenaeed and for a child whose life is worth insoring,
8 90 6 0 oo
cost of land, expenses of cultivation, and
passed....
Mr.
Furry
Introduced
a
bill
reguletlug
let
him
or
her
buy
none
in
which
the
The Secretaryof Treasury sent to the Senharvesting.Lumber for fencing and Hooa ....... .....................8 00« 6 8557
the compenHatlonfor the transportation of malls
ate to-day, in response to its resolutionof Jan. on railroad routes. Referred. .The bill to amend body pressed by the hand does not rise
other farm improvements con be deliv2 85 M 4 85
and fall easily on its springs.”
15, a statement of the issue of loans and treas- the Rerined Statutes in relationto depositsfor savCINCINNATI.
ered
on
the
ground
as
cheaply
as
anvings was paseed....Senate bill in relation to the
1 15 61 20
107 notes from Maroh 4, 1861, to June 80, 1877, jurisdictionof Dlitrict Courts in „ Utah,
^here in Illinoisor Iowa. The North42
43
Big
Prices
for
Poems.
inclusive, showing that the 7-30 bonds of '61,
Wyoming, and other Territories,in mat31
ern Pacifio road offers great inducements Oat* ............................... 28
amountingto $20,000,000, sold at 3 25 ter! of divorce was a'ao passed.
59
61
It is not quite true that the price paid
to actual settlers in the- wsy of cheap Pore— Meaa ..... .................8 75 6 9 00
premium ; the 81’s of '61, from 85 to 127 ; the
House.— fhe resolution to begin the session at by the Nineteenth Century to Tennyson
lands, and there are millions of acres
loan of '63 at an average premium of 4 18. 11 o'dock on and after Monday next was adopted.
for his fine ballad of “ The Revenge is
TOLEDO.
and the 10-40's of ’64, at par to 7 per cent1
near the line of the railroad subject to
....Mr. Knott, the Chairman of the Judiciary ComWheat— No. 1 White ...............1 29 6133 x
the highest paid in our time to a poet.
premium,and all others at par. The total prinsettlement
under
the
“
Homestead
act.”
No. 2 Red ................ 1 25 6 1 26 $!
mittee, reported a MU for the distributionof tbs
cipal is given at $6,820,236,904, and the premiCoen .............................. 44
45
unexpended balance of tbe Geneva award. Print- The ballad contains 120 lines, and the —Chicago Journal.
um at $54,112,195. The reissues amount to ed
29
OATa— No. .................
and recommitted ..... Mr. Kenna. from the Com- author received for it 300 guineas, or
80
$2,478,819,196.
w
mittee on Commerce, reported a bill extending the 112.60 a line. Mr. Robert Bonner paid
DETROIT.
A Kicker.
6
0
00
Flour- Choice Whit*....,......... 6 60
William M. Evabts, Jb., the only son of operationsof the Lighthouse Board over the
A teamster in Eureka, Nev., persisted Wheat-No. 1 Whit* ...............1 80 6 1 81
Illinois river, for the establishment of Longfellow for the (< Hanging of the
the Secretary of State, died at Washington, a lights,buoys, etc. Passed....Mr. Roberts, from
No. 1 Amber... ....... ..... 1 26 6 1 27
Crane ” $4,000. That jpoem contains in using a particularly vicious mule, and
44
few days sgo, of consumption. He was 27 the same committee,reporteda bill providing 200 lines, at which rate the poet received for the following reason : “I used to Coen— No. ....................... 43
30
that the hattog-plaoe of every vesselof the United
Oats— Mixed ..................... 29
years old
.There is littlehope of the pass- Mates may be the town where the vessel Is $20 a line. For “ Tithonus,” published have a sweetheart back iu Injiany that I Barley (per cental) ............
1 06 6 1 40
age of the Tariff bill at this sessionof Con- built, or where the owner resides. Passed....
0 90 6io oo
in an early number of the Comhill was orful gone on, and this yere mule Robe— Meaa .......................
HAST LIBERTY, PA.
gress. A careful oanvass of the House re- Mr. Springer Introduceda bill authorizingthe
has so many pinto in common that my Cattle— Beat. .....................# 00 6 6 25
veals the fact that udou a full vote the romlt Committeeon Civil-ServiceReform to ascertainthe Magazine, Tennyson received 100
Fair ........ ..........
4 60 6 4 80
would be-for the bill, 185 ; against the bill, number of employes of- the House, and what guineas, or $7.26 a line, and Tom Moore heArt just yearns over her. She were
Common .................3 45 6 4 35
change, if any, is necessary to promote efficiency
156. Bo lays a Washingtonoenrespondeut
as
likely
a
gal
as
ever
run
bare-footed
in
much
exulted
in
receiving
a
guinea
a
Hoo* ..............................8 25 6 3 75
in tha service. ... Mr. Clymer, from the Committee
.............................
4 00 6 3 0J
a corn-field, but she were too obstinate
A veby ugly case is said to have been made on Appropriation*, icporUd back the Naval Appro- line.
'
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SABBATH BEADING.
he Tick

of

the Clock at Midnight.

Tie the click of the clock at midnight,
Solemnly,startlinglyclear,
Like the throb of a fevered pulsation
Made audible to the ear
Through the house reigns a death-like alienee
The death-likesilenceof sleep,
While the fragmentsof time, like meteors,
Pass flashingacross the deep.
From the coming eternity rushing,
They illume for a moment our sky,
But no power can stay their departure ;
They touch us and hover by.
They touch on the heart of the watcher,
A ad utter these words in his ear :
“ Can ye not watch for one hour,
And our soul-stirringmessenger hear ?
We are God’s messengers,speeding
With swift and invisibleflight.
And we speak to you best in the silence
OI the quiet dead-hushof the night,
llemember,we carry our message
Of what we are doing on earth
To the Bountiful Father in heaven,
Who endowed you with souls at your birth.
What are ye doing, oh, mortals !
With that glorious gift of a soul ?
For what are your strongest yearnings,
And whst is the longed-for goal ?
Pleasure, aud power, and riches,
Leisure and freedom from carols it for these y% are striving?
Huch strivingsmust end In despair.
Like a butterflycrushed In the grasping,
So pleasure la crushedwhen caught,
And power must end in weakness,
Aud richesmust end in naught ;
While indolent leisurelies basking,
Sleepily,selfishlyglad,
Till the adder of conscience stings it
And the terror driveth it mad.
Soon the dawn will streak the horizon
And herald the fatefuldsy ;
Prepare I Lo, the Kingdom of Heaven
ApproachesI Watch and pray I"
—Good Words.

V

*

The Comforter*
Oh, blessed news, that God Himself
is the Comforter. Blessed news that He
who strikes will also heal; that He who
gives the cup of sorrow will also give
the strength to drink it. Blessed news,
that chastisement is not punishment,
but the education of a Father. Blessed
news, that our whole duty is the duty of
a child — of the Son who said in His
agony, “Father, not My will by Thine
be done. ” Blessed news, that our Comforter is the Spirit,, who comforted
Christ the Son Himself; who proceeds
both from the Father aud from the Son;
and who will thereforetestify to us both
of the Father and the Son, and tell ns
that in Christ we are indeed, really and
literally,the children of God, who may
cry to him, “ Father,” with full understanding of all that the royal word contains. Blessed, too, to find that in the
power of the Divine Majesty we can acknowledge the unity, and know and feel
that the Father, Son and Holy Ghost are
all one in love to the creatures whom
they have made— their glory equal, for
the glory of each and all is perfect charity, and their majesty coetemal, because
it is a perfect majesty; whose justice is
mercy, whose power i% goodness, its
very sternness love, love which gives
hope and counsel and help and strength,
and the true life which this world’s
death cannot destroy.— CAartea Kings_

ley. _
“

Though the Earth be Removed.’*

and was lost. The man who laid hold of
the rope was just as sincere as the man
who laid hold of the car. There was
jnst as much reason to say that the man
who laid hold of that would be saved
because he was sincere as the man who
believedin a lie because he is sincere in
his belief. I like a man to be able to
give a reason for the faith that is in him.
Once I asked a man what he believed,
and he said he believed what his church
believed. I asked him what his church
believed, and he said he supposed his
church believed what he did, and that was
all 1 could get out of hinv And so men
believe what other people believe and
what their church believes, without
really knowing what their church and
other people do believe. — Moody.

The
We

Defeat of the Tnrk*

think that no one can read Wal-

lace’s book on Russia, published a year

ago— certainly one of

the

most genuine

and thorough books ever wiitten— without concluding that the practicalholding of the Ohristian religion in Russia
is very incompetent, if not oorrapt.
There is no part of the Roman church
that would seem to be any more superstitious than the Greek, as it exists in
Russia. The clergy are far from being
blameless and exemplary men, and the
vitalities cf Christianity seem to onr
Protestantnotions hardly to bo apprehended at all. Yet Christianity is held,
even in Russia, in such a form that improvementand growth are not only possible but practicallysecured. There is
improvementfrom century to century.
The light of learninggrows brighter and
brighter. The rule of absolutism is
softened. The serfs have been set at
liberty, and the logical results of this
great act are all in the direotion of progress, though the progress be slow. The
people have simple wants, but they are
comfortable,and in this last great war
they have exhibited the most splendid
and enduring qualities. And it is to be
remembered that they have won their
position in the world against the depressng influences of an inhospitable climate
and a stingy soil.
The Turk, ©n the other hand, has bad
all the advantagesof prestige, climate,
soil and position ; but the Koran has
been his sacred book, and Mohammed
has been his prophet. Dr. Btorrs, in
his recent address,characterizedhim as
monotheist, fatalist,fanatic and sensualist. His monotheism has probably
not injured him. but the fatalism, fanaticismand sensualism,that have come
from his acceptance of Mohammed as
the one prophet of the one God, have
placed him forever outside of the path
of improvement, and only decay and
death lie before him. Monotheism, as
taught by Mohammed and held by the
Turk, forms the basis of a civilization
which cannot possibly stand before the
aggressive force of a nation which
builds upon Christianity—though most

HICHIGAN ITEMS.

horse was found quietly standing in the

barn-yard. He was apparently well,

Attorney General Kirohner has
tuted proceedingsin the

Wayne

insti-

Circuit

A red of gypsum has been discovered Court to recover $20,000 from John Hoswith the exceptionthat large patches of
skin were worn off his side dragging in Hamilton, Gratiot county.
ener and J. B. Sutherland, sureties of
him along the road.
The Clinton County AgriculturalSo- Frank Gorton, superintendent of the

St Mary’s Falls ship canal, who, the information states, did not regnlarly return
One day a benevolent physician (who
A family in Portland was nearly pois- to the State treasurythe money received
lad read the books), having found a oned to death reoently by eating rhubarb by him in his capacity as superintendent
stray poodle soffering from a broken leaves for greens,
The Rev. Mr. Lyons, formerly pastor
eg, conveyed the poor creature to his
A $60 bed-boom set is offered to the of the Baptist church at Plymouth, and
tome, and, after setting and bandaging couple who will get married on tiie who went from there to Bnrmah as mishe injured limb, gave the little outoast Greenvillefair grounds next fall
sionary, died at Rangoon only a few
its liberty again and thought no more
An Indian school is sustainednear An hours after his arrival. Only a short
about the matter. But how great was
Sable, and it is a fact that the red men time before he left he was married to
lis surprise, upon opening his door one
Miss Lydia Scott, of Plymouth, who
there take very aptly to learning.
morning, some days later, to find the
accompanied him on bis mission.
A young child of George Jones, of
grateful poodle patiently waiting there,
The Bay City papers tell of & piece of
and in its company another stray dog, one Hanover. Wexford county, was killed by the meanest kina of meanness reoently
of whose legs, by some accident, had a falling tree recently, while walking perpetrated in that city by one John
ceen broken. The kind physician at along the highway during a gale of wind. Romer, who had been intrusted with
Hiram A. Burt’s residence at Mar- the care of the wife and three children
once relieved the distressed animal, nor
did he forget to admire the insorntable quette, the finest in the town, was dam- of Gustave Petera, a vaudeville performgoodness and mercy of God, who had aged $1,500 by fire the other day ; in- er, whose business called him to Chicaseen willing to use so humble an instru- sured.
go. It is charged that the woman and
ment as the poor outcast poodle for the
The State and Second NationalBanks, childrenwere abandoned to the care of
inculcating of, etc., etc., etc.
of Bay City, are to consolidate.
the authorities,that he took for his own
Sequel: The next morning the benevoThirty miles of the Toledo*and Ann uses $590 that Peters had sent them,
ent physicianfound the two dogs, beamand that he allowed Peters’ land te be
Arbor railroad have been completed.
ing with gratitude, waiting at his door,
sold for taxes, and bid it in himself.
Jackson
requires
her
City
Treasurer
and with them two other dogs— cripples.
They have had a terriblethunder
The crippleswere speedilyhealea, and to give bonds to the amount of
$75,000.
storm in the region of Ludington.
the four went their way, leaving the beA citizen of this State has invented a Francis AUie, a farmer of Amber, was
nevolent physician,more overcome by
sious wonder than ever. The day pump by which cattle can do their own almost instantly killed by lightning.
)assed, the morning came. There at pumping of the water they want to He was in his house lying on the floor
near a stove. His wife escaped unhurt.
he door sat now the four reconstructed drink.
dogs, and with them four others reDr. Hitchcock,of the State Board of The lightning came down the chimney
quiring reconstruction. This day also Health, pronounces all bosh the state- and tore out the windows and partitions,
jassed, and another morning came; and ment that the eating of tomatoes will and moved the sills six inches. The
house is a total wreck.
now sixteen dogs, eight of them newly cause cancer.
ciety will have a sheep-shearingfestival

Mark Twain’s Grateful

Poodle.

at

St Johns, May

7.

i

crippled, occupied the sidewalk, and

The house of Alexander Ashby, in
At a meeting of the Republican State
Central Committee,Detroit was named Elk township, Lake county, was struck
noon the broken legs were all set, but as the place and June 13 the time for by lightning and destroyed not long
he pious wonder in the good physi- their State Convention.
since. A daughter, 6 years old, percian’s breast was beginning to get
ished in the flames, and Mrs. Ashby was
The residenceof P. Blumke, at Sagimixed with involuntaryprofanity. The
seriously burned. An old lady, mother
naw City, was destroyed, with all the
sun rose once more, and exhibibited
of Mr. Ashby, is missing. Mr. Ashby
contents, one morning last week. Loss,
hirty-two dogs, sixteen of them with
was absent from home in a lumber camp
)roken legs, occupying the sidewalk $1,500; insured for $800.
at the time of the terrible occurrence.
The residenceof Thomas McCann, in The surviving members of the family
and half of the street; the human speoators took up the rest of the room. the village of Everett, was struck by took refuge in the stable nntil daylight,
The cries of the wounded, the songs of lightning the other day, and a lady when they summoned aid from the
he healed brutes, and the comments of named Rnssell fatally burae.i.
neighbors.
he on-looking citizens made great and
St. Johns people have commenced
The Htmte Militia.
inspiring cheer; but trafliic was inter- prosecutionsagainst several of the liqnor
The following order has jnst been isrupted in that street. The good physi- dealers in that village, and one has been
sued from headquarters, and is calculatcian hired a couple of assistant sur- fined $75 for the second offense.
geons and got through his benevolent
A manufactoryfor making nitro- ed to Beetlemany disputed points in the
work before dark, first taking the pre- glycerine is in operation at Saginaw military law:
[Offlclxl.l
caution to cancel his church member- City, and Saginaw farmers blow their
Military Dai’abtmknt. Michioak,)
ship, so that he might express himself big stumps out of the ground with it.
Adjutant Ginebal’h Ornct, f
General Order No. 1.
with the latitude which the case reCalvin McDonald has been held for
The obligation to serve in the companies of
quired. But some things have their
trial, charged with perjury in swearing State troops is founded on a required enlistimits. When once more the morning
in his vote at the recent election in An ment and master into service without regard to
dawned, and the good physician looked
rank, for the term prescribed by law. ConseGres, Bay county, whereas he is not of quently,before persons can be projierly in serout upon a massed and far-reaching mulage, it is claimed.
vice in any company they must first be enlllted
itudeof clamorous and beseeching dogs,
The house and contents of a farmer aud musteredas privates, and entered on the
le said: “I might as well acknowledge
and recorded accordingly.
named Hiram Corliss, living.nearDe- rolls
it, I have been fooled by the books; they
Particular attention is directed to this duty
only tell the pretty part of the story troit, were destroyed by fire" reoently. and to a careful and prompt transmittal of
and then stop. Fetch me the shot-gun. Loss, $2,000; no insurance.The fire enlistment and muster-in rolls, through the
This thing has gone along far enough.” originatedfrom sparks from a chimney. proper channel,as thereon directed, as none
he people were going around. By

will be recognized as in service unless these

He issued forth with his weapon and
W. H. Stevens, one of the Keweenaw papers are on file at the military headquarters
esting account of the first eartnquake he incompetently and unworthily. Of ohanoed to step upon the tail of the Point pioneers,who left that region a of the State.
witnessed. It was at Cumana, in Sonth course the Turk will not see this, and original poodle, who promptly bit him few years ago for Colorado, is the owner
Persons cannot be recognized as in service
fAmerica. The firs? shook came after a cannot be brought to admit it, but the in the leg. Now the great and good of half a silver mine in the Pueblo dis- after the expiration of the term for whioh
atrauge stillness.It caused an earth- world sees it and ought to learn its les- work which the poodle had been engaged trict in that State for which he has re- they enlisted,and they should be regularly
discharged therefrom. But whether disquake in bis mind, for it overthrew in a son from it. One nation has its eyes in had engendered in him such a mighty fused $600,000.
charged or not they cease to be members of
open,
and
is looking for light in all diand augmenting enthusiasmas to torn
moment all his lifelong notions about
Last Sunday a Hastings boy went out the State troops, and a re-enlistment and
the safety of the earth. • He could no rections. It is striving to keep abreast his Weak head at last and drive him gunning, and while in the woods the muster are necessaryto place them properly
longer trust the soil which up to that of the best civilizationof the world. It mad. A month later, when the benevo- dog went mad and ran the boy up a in service.
All recommendationsfor discharge,exoep
day had felt so firm under his feet. He is sympathetic with freedom and educa- lent physician lay in the death throes of stump, giving him all the business he
in cases of permanent absence, must be ao
tion.
The
other
learns
nothing.
It hydrophobia,he called his weeping
had only one thought— universal, boundcould attend to for a time, but finally he companied by an applicationgiving; reasons
less destruction. Even the crocodiles sees nothing worthy outside of itself, friends aboilt him and said: •
managed to reload the gun and shoot the therefor,signed by the parties desiring to be
and
is as savage to-day — as remorseleps
discharged.
“ Beware of the books. They tell but beast.
ran from the river Orinoco howl mg into
A company officer cannot be recognized as
the woods, the dogs and pigs were pow- and sensual and intolerant— as in the half of the story. Whenever a poor
There was a large gathering of wool in service by virtue of a commission alone,
days
of its power and pride. So Russia
wretch asks you for help and yon feel a
erless with fear. The whole city seemed
growers at Kalamazoo last week. Hon. thereforeon tho expiration of his term of
doubt as to what resnlt may flow from
“the hearth of destruction.”- The is to increase until it shall become
enlistment a re-enlistmentas a private is necJ. J. Woodman, Master of the essary.
great,
overshadowing
power,
and
Turyour benevolence,give yourself the
houses could not shelter, for they were
State
Grange,
presided.
A
resolukey is to dwindle until she sinks be- benefit of the doubt, and kill the appliTho expiration of a term of enlistmentdoes
falling in ruins. He turned to the trees,
tion condemning the practice of wash- not set aside the commission 6f a company
neath
contempt.—
Dr.
J.
O.
Holland,
cant.”
but they were overthrown. His next
ing sheep was adopted, and the gen- officernor require a new electionbefore the
And so saying he turned his face to
thought was to run to the mountains, in Scribner for May.
eral mode of marketing wool was dis- time for which ho is elected expires, provided
the wall and gave up the ghost. — Mark
but they were reeling like drunken men.
his service is made continuous by an immedicussed.
Enormous
Prices for Paintings.
ate' ro-eniistmont and muster as above.
Twain, in May Atlantic.
He then looked toward the sea. Lo ! it
Mrs. Johnstone, mother of R. F.
Some enormous prices were realized at
The resignationor non-eleotiouof a comhad fled; and the ships, which a few
Johnstone, of the Michigan Farmer, >anv officerdoes not release him from his obminutes before were in deep water, a recent sale in London, of the collecA Telegraphic Ditty.
died, a few days since, near Newaygo, igation to serve out his term of service as an
were rocking on the bare sand. He tells tion of picturesformed by the late Mr.
enlisted man, but the period for which he
In
a
late
number
of
the
Journal
of
aged 85. She arose, dressed and washed
us that, being then at his wit’s end, he Munro. Sir Joshua Reynolds’ “Kitty
serves as an officerwill be considered as a part
looked up and observed that heaven Fisher” brought $3,570, and his portrait Telegraph C. C. Haskins, an old In- herself, and, while dressing her hair be- of bis term of enlistment
dianapolisoperator,has a poetical ro- fore a mirror, remoriced that she was
The certificateof election of a company of-,
alone was perfectly calm and unshaken. of the Hon. Mrs, Stanhope, personifymance
which is somewhat of a literary feeling unusually well, and immediately fleer must set forth that such officer was electing
“
Contemplation,”
was
knocked
down
Many strange things are yet to come
ed solely by members of the company who
upon the world — earthquakes, overturn- for $15,300. Wilkie’s ‘‘Gentle Shep- curiosity. Operators have established dropped dead.
have been duly musteredinto the services of
a lingo of their own, in which figures
herd”
brought
only
$816,
and
the
pictThe balance of cash in the State the State.
ings, upheavings. But, amid them all,
the Book tells ns, the Christian shall ures of Richard Wilson, believed by are used to express words and sentences, treasury April 13, 1878, was $840,406.- The quorum provided for by the company
look up to the heavenly one, ’‘Jesus many in England to be the finest classical and he has woven these into his tale 33; receipts during the week ending coDstitutionand by-laws, at least, ronst be
with good results. It reads as follows, April 20 were $16,400.27 ; pajrmentsdur- present at an electionfor company officers,
Christ, the same yesterday,and to-day, landscape painter of the eighteenthcentand appended are the explanationsfor ing the same time were $39,322.89 ; bal- the vote of a majority of which shall constiury,
sold
for
a
mere
song.
Then
came
and forever,” and to his heavenly home,
tute an election, such vote to be entered in deance in treasury April 20, 1878, $817,- tail in the certificateof election.
which cannot be moved. — From “ Bible the productions of Joseph M. W. Tur- the benefit of the uninitiated :
ner. Thirty-twodrawings, large and
’Twm Jimmy Dot and Sunle Hpaioe
483.71 ; decrease for the week $22,922.- No vacancy is made by resignationuntil it is
The

Humboldt

traveler

gives an inter-

•

Echoes”

_

Being Born Again*

A new birth is ab olntely necessary.
Ho one can possibly be saved without it.
Therefore Jesus told Nicodemns,twice,
that he must be born again. As our
first birth was necessary to bring ns into the world, the second is necessary
to bring ns into the church of
Christ, and fit us . for its duties
and piivileges. No new birth, no
true happiness here. No new birth,
no heaven at death. But how shall I
know that I am born again ? If grayer
to God becomes natural, and is enjoyed;
if we overcome the world, instead oi be-

ing led away by its follies and fashions;
if we hate sin as sin, and strive and
pray for deliverancefrom it; if we love
our enemies because Christ commanded
it; and love tne saints, because they are
holy; if we trust in the finished work of
Christ, and glory in his cross; if we
feel a deep concern for the salvationof
others, and are zealous in spreading
abroad the truth, that Jesus may be
honored; then, beyond a doubt, we are
born of God. Beloved, have yon these
evidences
Have yon any of them ?
Let nothing satisfy yon bat the knowlodge that yon are bom again. — The

?

f

Standard.

_

Rational Belief.

Once
ranging

a oonple of men arballoon ascension.They

there were

a

thought they had two rojpes fastened to
the car, bat one of them only was fastened, and they unfastened that one rope,
and the balloon started to go up. One
of the men seized hold of the oar, and
the other seized hold of the rope. Up
went the balloon, and the man who
seized hold of the car went np with it,

On number “ 8 ” were workinn ;
And Susie’sheart went pit-a-pat
To Jimmy’s pulses jerking.

small, brought a little over 881,600. The

pictures, which included “Ancient

oil

“Modem Rome,” “Rome from
Oventuine,”“Juliet After the Masquerade,” <“ Van Tromp*s Gallery,”
“Avalanche in the Yal d’ Aosta,” and
the “Kilgarren Castle,” went at prices
ranging between $10,200 and $29,78(
apiece. Two others sold for over $26,000 each. The nine works in oil pro-

While

Charles E. Ferguson was en- til a vacancy exists.
gaged in cleaning out a well at Manton,
Commanders of companies in the managethe sides caved in and boried him in ment of the executivebusiness of their respecttwenty feet of earth. By the time the ve companies herein referredto will conform
body was reached, the man was dead. to this order, and will regulate the status of
their membership accordingly.
Deceased Was the father of three chilBy order of tho Commander-in-ClUef.
dren.
Jko. Robzbtbon Adjutant General.

Italy,”

Bdt Susie had two strings to her’n ;
She'd duplexedher affection :
So when Jim called she'd “ 25 !”
Which caused him sore dejection.

the

duced an aggregate of $211,956,and the
grand total for all the Tamers sold that
day was $293,632. - Two undeniably
genuine Hogarths, being two of the
scenes from the “Harlot’s Progress,”
went cheap, one for $2,650, and the
other for $1,530. Two paintingsby R.
P. Bonington, “The Fish Market,” ant
The Grand Canal, Venice,” sold for
$15,300 apiece. The total amount real
ized was $356,575, the highest ever
reached for snob a small number
pictures.

A Horse That Wasn’t Dead.
A

curious case of suspended animation occurred in DeWittville,New York,
the other day. A number of teams were
drawing bars to the tannery,when suddenly one of the horses in the leading
team fell, apparently dead. The road
was narrow, and, in order to let the
other teams pass, a rope was fastened to
the neck of tne dead horse, and he was
dragged nearly a quarter of a mile and
left by the roadside.That evening a
collection was taken np by the men engaged about the tannery,for the purpose of buying another horse for the unfortunate teamster, and hearty sympathy
and generosity were shown toward the
owner of the dead horse. The next
morning, when the men went to the
stable to feed their teams, the dead

”

Sometimes James asked for “ 77 ?
And “ 8 ” would oome replying,

,

So he could scarce declare his love,
Though e’en a-most a- dying.

‘s

There

Jim didn’t “ 1 ” an instant then,
But “ 73 ” he sputtered,
And after that the lore-dots flew
Like buckwheat cakes well battered.

And now to close my romance out :
They made a wedding party,
And Susie Bpaloe la Mrs. Dot;
They’re duplexed now, so— “ 80.”
’’—The same line.
“25”— Am busy.
“ 77 "—Have somethingfor you. Can you
“
Am workingon another circuit.
“ 18"— Whafs the matter 7
“ 44 "—Answer quick.
“ 1 "-Wait.
“ 78”— My complimenta."
“ 30 "—The end.

call for a general railroad
An English Boarding School.
county, May 9. It is to consist of delegates
An action was reoently brought for
from every township, each township to damages by a pupil teacher at Holdsbe entitled to one delegatefor every ten
worthy, North Devon, England, against
votes cast for the loan at the late electhe keeper of the school and nis wife.
tion.
The plain tiff, having been engaoed has a
The Grand Rapids and Indiana Rail- pupil teacher, found that, besides twenroad Company has signified the inten- ty girls, there were thirty boys in the
tion to pay the taxes in five townships school All the boys slept in one room,
in Osceola county under protest The the capacity of which was not enongh
money is to be paid to the County Treas- for five. The plaintiff had to make the
urer, and to remain in his hands until beds in the boys’ dormitory, which was
the only place thev had for washing,
legal investigation is had.
and, as there were but four basins, half
A. terrific wind and rain storm passed
over Kalamazoo the other day, lasting of them often went down dirty. The
about half an honr. No serious damage sheets were only changed twice in oneooonrred except the partial destruction half year, and when the measles or other
is a

convention

So Jim cooled down— became a flirt,
Her Phantom got to kicking,
And with Sue’s “ 18 7” asked of Jim,
A “ 44” came ticking.

“ 3

8

acoejptod by the Oommander-ln-Chief,
and no
elecnon of a commissioned officeris valid an

62.

lake

it

7

at Carsonville, Sanilac

of several buildings npon the fair illness occurred Holloway’s pills were
the only medicine administered,no docThe Utmost Limit of Indifference. ground. The grand stand was partly
blown over and demolished. Panes of tor being called in. The plaintiffhad to
Two men of thie city were out the glass were broken by thd force of the sleep in the same bed with four others,
other day soliciting money for a charitaand when an infections disease broke
wind in several residences.
ble object They, came to the office of
out they all caught it) and the plaintiff,
At Edenville,Midland county, on the when she left? was disqualified worn taka certain rich man, and hesitatedabout
approaching him. One of the pair night of Aug. 29 last, Benjamin Wilber ing another situation for several months.
finally concluded that be would try it was killed by Dr. Elmer A. Rockwell Several pupila carried the infection to
When he came out his partner a&ed The quarrel arose about a horse trade. their homes. Although the household
him what lack. “ Not a cent,” said the Rockwell was arrested, and the case has consisted of seventy persons only one
man who had “ bearded the lion in his been pending since. It was called in female servant was kept, and sometimes
den “not a cent I told him all about the Circuit Court last week. After be- there was no servant at all The jury
the distress of the family, bat it was of ing ont six hours the jury failed to agree awarded the plaintiff$100 damages.
no use. He was as indifferent as the npon a verdict, and were discharged. A
I Holland has at least 10,000 wind
rear guard of a funeral procession.”— new trial is
\ irginia {Nev.) Enterprise.
The Detroit Evening News says that I mills pumping, grinding,etc.

ordered.

<

Not many years since, a wealthy and

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

liberal

Saturday, May

fountainon the

4tii, 1878.

common of a

it

Massa-

in order after the water works

do, the argument being that the common
European
was bringing them in $40 yearly from the
complication may be summed up thus:
hay mown there, and that they did not
The demand made by Bismarck that the
wish to stop this revenue for fancy noBaltic be closed to English vessels of war,
tions. This same town has recently orIs, if the report of Von Moltke’s mission
ganized a Village Improvement Society,
betJUi.the most positive step taken by
and, although a fountain lias not been
any of the European powers in the way

The

Chancery Sale.

having been made tn the condition*
of a ceriain mortgage executed by Maria K.
Qulglur and Patrick Qu gley to Hiram McMann.
efuted the tweuty-Mxth day of June, 1871, and re
corded in the office of the Rogiater of Deeds for
Ottawa county, Hiate of Michigan,on the twenlyaeventy day of June, 1871, it elgM o’clock, a. m ,
In Liber V of mortgages,on page 108, through
non-payment of the money seenred to be paid by

CTATE OF MICHIGAN: The Ciicult Court for

/

I

were completed.This they declined to

•

MORTGAGE SALE.
T\K FAULT

chusetts town, if the authorities would
.keep

EUROPE.

gentleman offered to put a marble

O

GRAY’S

the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Henry Soper,
Complainant.

unintendedas an

Henry Reynold*,

Weak-

Defendants.
mortgigphaT become operative: and^htchraort1In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
gage wa* duly asalgned by the aald Hiram McMann Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa. In Chanto Robert W. Duncan by hi* deed of aeilgnment, cery, made In the above ontitled cause, on the
dated the twelfth day of April, 1878, and recorded fifth day of April, A. D. 1878. Kottc* U hereby
In the Register’* office aforesaid, on the twenty- given, that on the Twenty-eighth day of
fourth dav of April, 1878, at three o’clock, p. mi, In
Liber 8 of Mortgage*, on page 587; on which mort- Hay, A. D. 1878, 111 ten o'clock in the
gage there is claimed to bo due at the date hereof forenoon,at the front door of the Court House,
the sum of one ihou*andand fcventy-etght dollar* in the City of Grand Haven, tn said County, I, the
and twenty cent*, and no suit or proceeding having subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissioner,in and
bought, the newly-paved streets, the clean been institutedat lav to recover the d«-bt now re- for said County, will sell, at public auction,to
of interference between England and Rusturt ot the common, and the long lines of maining focured by said mortgage, or any part the highestbidder, the lands and premises desia.. The exclusion of such ships will inthereof;Notice Is thereforehereby given, that scribed in said debreu, to-wlt: the south-east
young shade trees newly set out, now testi- by virtue of said power «>f sale, and pursuant to quarter of the south-east quarter of section twentyvolve Denmark io .war with the British
statute In such case made and provided, said mort- one (81) in town eight (8) north of range fourteen
fy to the efficacy of an energetic band of
gage will he foreclosed by a sale at public vendue UD west, In said County of Ottawa and State of
Government, which means simply the abworkers,not only in the interest of good of the mortgaged premises therein described, to- Michigan, together with the hereditamentsand
sorption of the Danish territory by Gerwit: All of the following described piece or parcel of appurtenancesthereuntobelongingor in any wise
taste, but of real estate, f<»r it cannot be land situate in the county of Ottawa and State of appertaining.
many, and the control of the Baltic by
Dated, April 18, 1878.
denied that the price of a farm is often as Michigan, to-wtt: the south-east quarter of section
fourteenin township six north of range sixteen
EDWIN BAXTER,
that power. Such a measure would not
much enhanced by an avenue of elms or a west, containing one hundred and sixty acres of
CircuitCourt Commissionertn and for Ottawa
he consented to by Russia without comlaud by United States survey, be the same more or County, Michigan.
luxurious bower of grape-vinesas by an Ics*. at the front door of the Court House, in the
Wm. N. Anuel, Complainant's Solicitor.9-7w
pensation, which means an alliance beapplication of the best fertilizers.It costs city of Grand Haven In said county of Ottawa, on
tween the two great forces of Germany
the twenty-ninthday of July next, at two
very little money to buy grapevine slips, o’clockIn the afternoon,to pay the sum due ou
Sheriff’s Sale.
and Russia. An affiliation of those nabut an arbor at every cottage or mansion said mortgage, with Interest and costs, including T) Y virtue of an execution.Issued out of and
au attorney fee of fifty dollars providedfor in said IJ under the seal of the Circuit Court for the
tions would be made for the purpose of
in a villagers the return of this nominal mor'gago.
Cbunty of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,in
aggression as well as defense. Germany
Dated. Grand Haven. May third, A. D. 1878.
chancery,to me directed and delivered, against the
expense.
goods, chattels, lands and tenements of Ellis
would secure a large sea frontnue which
ROBERT W. DUNCAN.
Thompson the complainant,and in favor of Susan
At Brunswick, Me., the students and
Assignee of said Mortgage.
would enable her to rival England as a
Thompson the defendant therein named, I did, on
villagers recently united in forming a
I would respectfullycall the attemion of the pub- the 14th day of March 1878, levy on all the right,
maritime power, and settle the question
title and Interestof the said Kills Thompson In and
lic that I have ou hand a lar^e stock of
Village Improvement Association,and,
to the followingde-cribed lands situated Hi said
of naval as well as military strength.
County of Ottawa, viz: the south-east quarter of
after a lecture on the subject by Hon. B. Stoves,
Russia wauld secure, with the aid of Gernorth-wc'tquarter and east half of north-west
G. Northrop of Connecticut,the people of
quarter of snath-west quarter of section twenty four
many, full freedom in the Black Sea,
In town eight north range fifteen west. JVotice is
Montclair, N. .1., organized for a similar
hereby ffiren that I shall expose said lands lor sale
thereby opening an avenue to Asiatic conAgricultural
purpose. Of course it is trite to say that
at public vendue to the highest bidder to satisfy
quests— the directionto look to for the
the amount due on said execution, includ'ng cost’s
Implements,
we learn beauty by seeing it, yet it does
and
collection fees, at the front door of the Court
developmentof her prowess. Should
not seem to be understood by people who
Etc., Etc. House in the City of Grand Haven, in said County,
Germany dictate the Baltic, and war beon the eighteenthday of May, 1878,
send children into dirty yards to play or
Which I will sell cheap r than evei before at the
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
tween Germany and Russia break out in
Dated, Oiund Havem, March 27th, 1878.
to dismal school rooms to study. Examthe future, the latter power would be the
JOGS VKRPLANKE.
ple is everything, and when the village
She) Iff of Ottawa Count;, Michigan.
loser by these Danish accessions to GerAnoet,
A
Socle.
Defendant'sSolicitors.7-fw
adorns the public ways, and grades and

,

_

Hardware,

many. But

so grave a complication is

not probablein the natural lifetime of the

turfs the

school grounds, and perchance

adds n fountain or two on the square, the

so threateningto England,

must

give

J.

|

compact upon which a present Russocitizen will he sure to enjoy Hie general
German alliance is based. The immediate
atmosphere of refinement, and will set to
good is equally divided between Germany
work on his own dilapidatedlilac bushes,
and Russia. An act so evidently within
sage-beds and unpainted fences. Filthy
the reach of the continental powers, and

VAN

Holland,

1878,

MRS. M.
No. 76

Eighth Street.

dis-

patches yesterday indicate a more moderate

ize the culture of the school-room and

A large and beantiful variety of

most persistent efforts of these
Village Improvement Associations.— iY.

justify the

sentiment in England.

THE BUSINESS DAWN IN
ENGLAND.

NEW

Millinery Hoods.

Y. Observer.

[We deem

the above article of sufficient / ivill

merit to show our citizens a very effective

The N. Y. Herald, commenting on a way of adorning our city, and it would
letter from Boston, gives an encouraging be pleasing to us to see a similar moveview of the business outlook in New Eng- ment inauguratedhere, and for such purland. It contains a summary of the pro- poses the ladies of this city can command
ceedings of a recent meeting of the cotton

space in the News. Try

it.—

haue my opening from the 1st

day of May until the 10th.

Call and see for yourself —
will be no trouble to

it

show

good*.

Ed.]

manufacturers of that section, and the

Don’t mistake the place, for

and figures presentedby them show

Additional §kat.

unmistakably that the dawn of our manufacturingprosperity is breaking and that
business is, beyond all doubt, reviving.
To be sure prices are low, but the volume
of manufactures is large and it is exceed-

I

have but recently moved

Ottawa

one.

desire to send free by maiUo every
,
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at
fl per package, or six packages for $5. or will be

Dig1

°n

JOHN SPOON,
Wm. N. Angel,

Att'y for

r

co*Pt

Photographs
-

-A.T —

MRS. M. F.
Holland, April

tal stone for buildings, and by calling on

ART GALLERY
Only $1.00 per doz.

Six Tin Types for

27,

1878.

ll-2w

U

-

-

c h eapes^u ^d1 he°s
1 M u s t'rSS H'm U v
publicationin the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegant works of an
given free to subscribers.The price Is so low
that almost everybodysubscribes.One agent re
ports making over $150 in a week. A lady agent
imports taking over 400 subscribersIn ten day*.
A I who engage make money fast. You can devote
all your time to the business,or only your some
time, lou ne.d not be away from home over
night, l ou can do it as well ns others. Full par
ticnlars directions «nd terms free. Elegant ami
expensiveoutfit free. If you want profitable work
send us yonr address at onee. It costs nothing to
try the business. No one who engages fails to
make great pay. Address “The People's Journal.''
Portland Maine.
26-ly
1

.

PEAK,

I.

VETERINARY SURGEON,

—
HORSE GELDER,
— -AAsm

ZEELAND, MICHIGAN.
lfR,’fer'wi,,1hPassion to J. Flieman. Holland.
?• SPr'k- Holland. T. Evans. Holland, K. Nle*.
ZeHand, Wm. Pycok, Eocland, H. Van Eyk, Hoi
land, J. Terbeek,Holland.

Particular attentionwill be paid to castrating
and treating horse#, and orders can be left at Mr
S' S1"1"’ Sr- Zeeland, Mlcb.,oratWm. Van Pullen!
Holland. Mich.,

BOOTS & SHOES.
A

complete slock of Boots and Shoes

for Ladies’ and

Gentlemen.

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,

New

At

Hardware Store

Cheap Cash Store of

HA(R(RIJTGT0

J.

J.Vanderveen,

Plows,

to

spend

Railroad Hotel,
Wm.

H. Kirkland, Proprietor.

Grand Haven, M^fiigan.
The best accommodation for the travelling pubbe found, night or day, at the
above Hotel. The best imported liquors and
cigars always on hand.1 ' '
lic can always

'

WM.
Gband Haven,

April

10,

A

A A. STEKETEE.

Also a complete stock of

as the market affords,very cheap, at

General Hardware,

P.

A A. STEKETEE.

on

E. J.

Together with fitirge assortment of COOK
8TOVJE8 of the best manufacturers.

facilities beyond the dumping on
Dissolution Notice.
and gravel, which, frith the fall
We
th*1 ‘h* co-partnership
and spring rains, require a good stock of N °T10^ Is h*Te,?,r f:lven
between tne undersigned,

walking

Thus

it is that there are

probably more rubber /boots used in

England than
of the earth.

New

in any likfe populous region

,y"
.

-

e

tI

C. WIKR3KMA.
Holland, April 24th, 1878.

*'

—

KZTJITB
For the best kind of

Fresh
I

and

alted Meats.

pay the highest market

HARRINGTON. Como and examine
STOCK.

A

-

E,

HOME SCHOOL.

BAUDER,

J.

EIGHTH

8T.t

my

KOTTE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
5-1Sw

Dissolution Notice.

A, M., Principal.

respectfullysolicit a share »f your patronage.

Old metals taken in

^

l5?
?*me
& Wlersema is
y.ri.”0,]led
consent. All accounts
with said late firm must be settledwith C. Wlersema who will continuethe some business.
L. T. RANTERS.

.

RIDLEY HALL.

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to

j|etp

all propositions for

of dirt

rubber boots.

CT

‘—OF

Cheap Cash Store of

take stock in railroads and reservoirs and

buy public libraries, but there is ever a

fr-tf

cement, always on hand at the prlae for hides, hams, and all
kinds of farmer’s produce.

Corn Planters, Rakes, Hoes,

fresh supply of

liberally for schools and public buildings,

suspicious eye

—

Drags, wood, and Stovewood, Akron

Canned Goods— a fine
EngJapan Tea*t 40c, and as good a Tea Dust

improvement which a New
land town can be induced to make is the
laying of aide walki. It will vote money
the last

P.

KIRKLAND.

Meat Market

R.w.T,r,w(j;'rwAKD'j,~

Hay and Manure Forks,

H.

1878.

Call at the

A handsome lot of Bhawls, and beauti-

his

ff.

Milwaukee

Detroit and

-

-

costing so little money that the venerable ful Pecales at 10c per yard, at

a bargain

no

—

To Parents.

at

at the

*

at

Also,

Rubbers, Slippers

----

PRICESARE
- -- LOW.

It is said that

cts.

Great cgnnce to mane money, if
you can’t get gold you can get
greenbacks.We need a person in

GOLD

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

show

be made

50

PROFESSIONAL

Mortgagee.

Mortgage Sale.

WHEELER.

Come

cannot

—

—

-

fattier

:

BUIR/G-ESS’

&

valuabletime upon them.

4fr-iT

NEW STYLE OF

Dry

town

Co.,

j

everywhere.

Druggists

ROOST & SON,

such like renovations,

addiess-

ture Store.

at

all

money by

The Gray Medicine

Mortgagee. 7-13w

1TEW FIRM

commons, and

°r

No. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
tSP^Sold in Hollandby Heber Walsh and by ali'

1878,

ten o'clock In the forenoon; said
premises are described iu said mortgage as
the north-east quarter of north west quarterof
section twenty-nme, in town eight north, range
fifteen west, in said County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
Dated, March 25th, 1878.

I'VE FAULT having Wefrraade in the conditions
of a certain mortgage exeentedby Peter It.
Chappell and Elisabeth Chappell to George W.
staple products, and an improvement in them you can see their designs am! ascerWoodward, bearing date the sixth dny of A pi 11. \.
D. 1872, and recorded in the office of the Register
its manufacture; means au improvement tain prices.
!
! of Deeds for OtUwa County, State of Michigan,
In a hundred other departments of busion the fifteenth day of June. A. D. 1872. at Tialf
We have a large stock of Kingsford’s
past seven o'clock P. M.. in Liber T of mortgages
t
°
ness. As one division of industry cannot
on page 6(18.through non-payment of a part of the
Starch which we will sell lower than ever
money secured to be paid by said mortgage, by
>>e depressedwithout more or less depressP. & A. STEKETEE.
G.
reason of which tho power to sell in said morting the rest, so the improvement of one
gage has become operative, on which mortgage
O
there!*claimed to be dqe at the date hereof the
means the improvement of all. By and
A Radical Reform. — For a few years Burned out by the late
Fire we re-opened tn snm of two hundred and forty-six dollars and four
by the iron industry will spring into life past some of the good women of this the <toie formerlyoccupiedby
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
dollars provided for in said mortgage,and no suit
in the demand for machinery; it in turn country have been deceiving themselves.
or proceeding having been institutedat law to re
J.
cover the debt now remaining secured by said
will act upon its kindred department, and A relorm in this direction would greatly
mortgage or any part thereof;NMtlce is therefore
Corner Ninth and River Street,
so cn until the whole workshop of the assist in bringing back the good old times
hereby given, that by virtue of a power of sale
But we will soon move to our own store on River contained in said mortgage aud pursuant to statu e
continent is again in motion. One topic of plenty. To effect this, stop using high
Street, now being built. We have Just reIn such case made ami provided, Ihe said mortceived a large uew stock of
gage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
of exceedinglygreat importance was dis- priced baking powder and use Smith’s
of the mortgaged premises therein described, tocussed at the meeting referred to— namely, Pure Soda Sulerutus made by the new prowlt: all that certain piece or parcel of land situate
Goods,
in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan
the necessity of extending our markets, cess, and always have nice biscuits and
known and described as fo.lows:to-wlt:comHats
(Japs,
mencing at au iron post in the Grand Rapids and
particularly io the countries to the south save a new silver dollar on every barrel of
Muskegon State Road four chains and fifty four
Groceries,
of us. This is one of the great problems flour used.
and one-hulf (54)f) links north-westerly from a
grind stone in the firstangle of the said state road
Crockery,
of the time, and it is, after all, one that Is
west of the east line of section thtrty-fur and runThere is no use to segd East for Reid’s
not difficult of solution. It rests entirely
ning from thence south, thirty minutes west, one
Flour
<fe Feed.
Fine Imported Flower Seeds, for they can
chain and slxiy-one links; thence north, eightywith our merchants and manufacturers.
be found now at P. & A. STEKETEE.
Etc., Etc. nine degreesand thirty minnte* west, two chains;
thence north, thirty mlnmcs east, three chains
They must depend upon themselves
twenty-nineand one-half links to an iron post;
and not npon Congress. The South Amerthence south forty-nine degrees and forty-five minAnotukr immense lot of boxes arrived
and see for yourself,
utes east, two chains and sTxty-one links along the
ican countriesare our natural markets. at Mr. E. J. Harrington's Ready Made
wld state road to the place of beginning; Also
trouble to
goods.
that piece or parcel of land sltnate in the County
They are as anxious to buy from us as we Clothing House, containing the latest
of Ottawa,Stateof Michigan,known and described
are to sell to them, and in this condition styles ot Genta’ and Children's clothing.
aa follows : commepclng at a point in the Muskegon State Road, saidpoint being the north west
of aflairs it surely needs only a little cour- Call in and see. There is a competent
corner of a lot owned by the said Elizabeth Chap
pell and running from thence south, along the
age, patience and enterprise to bring us tailor on hand to fit you and change but—#
west line of the said Elizabeth Chappell,to the
together. The other great industrial lead- tons, or anything else. They are deterA prempt delivery free of charge, can south-westcorner of said lot; thence wrat to the
half quarter line: thence north on said half quarers ought to follow the example of the mined to please you.
be relied upon.
ter line to the centre of said State mad; thence
o—
cotton captains and see how best it can
south-easterly along the centre of said elate road
A fine lot of live Geese Feathers at botto the place of beginning, and being a fractional
be done.
part of the south east quarter of sectionnumber
G. VAN PUTTEN & 80N8.
tom prices, always on hand at
thirty-fonr,town eight north of range thirteen
Holland. April 27, 1878.
west: all containing about one acre and a half of
P. & A. STEKETEE.
VILLAGE IXFROVEXENT,
laud more or less, together with the hereditaments
ai d appurtenancesthereuntobelongingor In any
the
A new lot of Sheetings— bleachedand
wise appertaining;at the front door of the Court
Associations have been organized in
jjonse of said Ottawa County, in the City of Grand
unbleached,
and
an
endless
variety
of
many of the villages of New England,
Haven In said county, on tho twvnty-fourtfc
composed of public-spiritedladies and beautiful prints, aud ladies’ gaiters,cheap
day of Juno, A* D. 1878, »t two o'clock In
P. & A. STEKETEE.
tae afternoon,to pay the anm due on said mortOP
gentlemen, (for in many cases the ladies
gage with Interestand costa Includln^sald attorney
fee.
have taken the initial steps in the matter,)
Dated Grand Havin, March twenty-ninth, 1878.
and having for their object the setting o«t
. Educate your sons and daughtersat the
ornamentalshade trees, building sideGrand Rapids, (Mick.,) Practical Business Will be found a^tar^easa^meiitof new goods
walks, the retirement from conspicuous
Training College. For particulars send
Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cordplaces of venerable ashheaps, filling up
for College Journal.
dangerous ditches, fencing and turfing
Cultivators,
Great Britain. Cotton is one of our great

Full particulars iu onr pamphlets, which- we

on the 24th day of Jnne,

from the City Hotel to the
I week in your own town. |5 outfit free.
Messrs. Luce & Perkins, our Marble' store No. 76 Eighth street- SQQ No risk. Reader, If you want a business
at which personsol either sex can make
Cutters, have just received a large stock of
great pay all the time they 'Nirk, write for particuopposite Reidsema’s Furni- lars
to H. H XL litt A Co., Portland, Maine.
goods, and in this connection we would

ingly significant that in this particular say to all those building or who contembranch of industry we are gaining on plate to build, that they also cut ornamen-

treating these specialdiseases.

in

for the largest,

DEFAULT

VJ

WHEELER,

F.

Sale-

has been made in the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Orville 0. Sparks
and Mary Spurns to John Spoon, dated June 2:).
1875, and recorded in the Register'!office of Ottawa
County, Michigan,September 80, 1875. in Liber V,
of mortgages on page 882, upon which mortgage
there is claimed to be due at this date, thirteen
hundred and eighty-onedollars and thirty nine
cents, besides an attorney fee of nfty dollars provided for tu said mortgage in case of foreclosure
thereof.No suit or proceeding nt iaw has been
instituted to recover the debt secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof. By such default the
power yif sale containedin said mortfragehas become operative;Thei-efore,Notice is hereby ffiren,
that said mortgage will lie foreclbced by the sale of
the land therein describedor so much thereof as
may be necessary to satisfythe amount due thereon, includingsaid attorney fee and the cost* ol
foreclosure and sale, at public vendue to the highest bidder at the front door ol the Court House in
the City of Grand Haven in said County of
T

ii-4w

Just received at the Millinery stoie of

streets, gnarled, neglected apple-trees,and

vorsal Lassitude.Pain tn the Back, Dimness ef
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other dis-.i
eases that lead to Insanity.Consumption and vt
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule «re first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over indulgence.The Specific Medicine is the result of a life study and many years of experience

e

Mortgage

ANDEGEND.

L

April 27,

seqnence on 8elf<i __
Tv.i'. m' G" Abuse; as Loss
Before Taking,,! memory, Unt-Affor

Store,

a want of house paint, well nigh neutral-

pause to the British Cabinet. The

facts

unfailing cure for
stamina)
ness, Spermatorrhea, linpotency
and ill diseases
that follow as a

Caroline Reynolds and
Napoleon B. Fox.

latest feature about the

Hardware
— of —

Specific Medicine

TRADEMARK, [s especially rcc TRADE

vt.

^

liewedy

The Great English

exchange.

AesUtad by Mrs. BAUDS R and

DAUGHTERS, rpHK

GIVE US A GALL.
J.

'

1I.U.ANB, April

VANOEBVKEN.

IS,

18?;.

4-flm

’

1
I

&
pift

“d“rU

Uw‘

^

partnershipheretoforeexisting between
Nathan Kenyon and Jacob Van Patten was
this day disolvedby mutual consent, Nathan
Kenyon retiring from tbe business. Jacob Van
Pntten will continne on In the Banking business
under the firm name of J. Van Putten and Bon.
Hollaed, April lOfh, ’87*.

1

with other kxoeriencedTeachers.

°r,,,m'UUl

IMw

NATHAN KENYON.
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

The Pessink Brothers have
moved into their old place.

jotting0*

The new

MAKKET-dity next Wednesday.

York,

--

severe rain storm.

--

Wk
and

•«•».

A company

have 149 dogs on the new tax

it

was not

We

a heavy

crop

roll,

'•

never

know
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23,000,000 acres belongs to 930 men.

the Czar •! Russia will
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The greenback sentimentat Stoughton

down.

village,Wis., Is so strong that

when

here

a

Manutacturm«f

all kind*

Just received

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

of

A Complete a-sortmentof Children’s and Infanta
shoes for fall and winter,and a foil line of
Ladlea' and GenUeman's wear.

Wa keep constantlyon hand the best kind of
stock, and also a nice vartetv of designs. Letter
Ing done in the English, Hollandand German lun
guages, as desired.

CALL _AND_SEE US.

are twenty eight saw mills with'

The blockade on River street is partly
grain dealer attempted to pay gold for
a radius of six miles in Muskegon,
how soon Mr. Van Putten will
wheaton Saturday, most of the farmers Mich., which during 1877 cut about 875,
be able to move into his building, is hard
refused to touch it.
000,000 feet of lumber. The cut tbit year

I

Work Warranted and
Prices Low.

will be about 105.000,000 feet less.

The Grand Rapids Eve. Pont says that
Give us a call before you order, and
A ohand opening will be held at L. T.
rqolze your home industry.
Mr. A. De Kruif, who has been engaged
Gen. McClellan is a man of muscle.
Kanters’ ice cream parlors, this (Saturday)
Ilm.LANPt Itych.,Ang. 25 1877.
in Escott’s drug store in that city, con- On a certain occasion, while conversing
evening,weather permitting. Good music
templates to move to Zeeland soon, to en- with a party of friends on the subject of
I,

gage

in the

drug business,

for himself.

physical strength, he look a silver quarter
of a dollar from his pocket and bent

A brakrman named Joseph Jacobs, got
Monday night

Esquimau

-

FURNITURE

A granger passing

by

Mr. E.

-

J. Har-

Henry

rington’sstore, one fine day this week,
he was right.
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Sprik, whose

name

ness in

cau market any-

Grand Haven, has

at

Mr.

D. J.

city,

and

home

stables, thus giving him

Kleefman, in Fillmore, of which we made
mention

few days ago, has been

a

satis-

consolidatingthem with the

the

largest

and best appointed livery stable in West-

Mr. M. Dangremond, ern Michigan.— JVew-./owrwif.
agent for the Farmer’s Mutual Ins. Co. of
At a session of the Common Council o
Allegan and Ottawa Counties.
Wednesday evening the following promin
It is reported that Miss Eva Johnson
ent transactions took place: The city
and mother #ill open a bakery and con- printing was awarded to De Grondwet, (at l
fectionary store on River street, in the starvation prices).The treasurer’s bond
building immediately west of G. Van Put- were accepted. The saloon license was
factorilysettled by

new

tens

store.

The

carpenters are

to

put at $25, and the bonds of

work repairing and enlargingit.

were

all

inees as

Come

may be brought before

boys, turn out and

fill

The

B’OTTOM PRICES,
Household Furniture

ft

rise

of the

considerableheight with

a large snake

when suddenly

all

kinds.

Makes Custom Work a

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

Specialty.

Retail.

lumber.

Bedroom
s

and Parlor

Sett*

D

Setts,

we may mention that one of our

city

Live Oeese Feather,

CROCKERY!

Kraker* Lisman,
formed us that there are more fat cattle and Feather Beds.
uised in this Colony than we can consume
Coffins and Caskets alwaya
and hence they undertook to ship off a
drove on Tuesday

last,

can he found in the Stale.

Go

Their meat market is on River street.

---

-----

\
Last week Mr. aud Mrs. P. M. Stcgenga

Fair dealing can be relied on.

a

\^on'

affair

While I thank the pnbltc

their patronen of
the pa*t, I hope to merit and solicit a liberalAiiure
•t it for the future.

home in North Holland. Speeches were
made by Rev. Van Ess and Mr. A. P.

Colony were given. The whole

after this

date,

I

intend to devote to this line of

cess. To-day they will show to the public
as fine a beef as

From and

on hand.

and report good suc-

celebratedtheir golden wedding at their

cannot pass this, and thus consti-

VAN RAALTE.

RVK.

a sign of productivenessand enter-

utchers, of the firm of

tutes an easy preventativefrom destruc

1

Window Shades
of

29— Schr. Hope, to Pentwaler. 500 dor, ceei,
800 Iba butter, 800 1b*. hum. 4 nrl*
flour, 500 lbs feed. 8 bn onions, 50
bu potatoes. 100 lbs pie plant, 1
chest groceries.

Ma* *,-8chr.Tri-ColSfjoChicago, 45 m

best and cheapest method to his knowl

In Nelson county Va., a hawk was seen

Of the neatest style* and best qualitieswhich
•ffer cheaperthan anybody else.

mention:

Table Oil Cloth,

on Wednesday last, being Market-day. of tea chests, and wind a strip of that,
The law is very stringenton this point, about two inches wide, once and a half Stegeuga. Music was furnished by Mr.
limes around the trunk of the tree a few
and we should think liquor dealers would
R. A. Hyma and others. Sketches of
inches above the ground. He says the
have more regard for their purses.
their lives of 30 years settlement in this

at a

to

CLEARED.

accepted, except the one of Mr.

worm

numcroua

Floor Oil Cloth,

*

“

“

edge, is the use of tinfoil, or the zinc out

trouble again by selling liquors to minors,

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

consisting of all kinds of

April 29— Scbr. Hope, from Muskegon. 10 m ft lumber.
80—
Tri-Color,from Racine, light.

“

Shoes

and 4,335 women.

ARRIVED.

the Lowell Nurseries, informed us that the

Zeeland, seem to hare got themselvesin

DEALER IN

new

—

the arrivalsand clear-

to this Mr. Jns. D. Husted, proprietor of and get some steak.

liquor dealers in the Village of

Dealer

again ready with in entire

Boots and
FURNITURE
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to

from destroyingfruit trees, and iu regaid

capacious room.

men

HEROLD.
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1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

ances up to Friday morning:

libeialitinamong fruit-growersabout the

2’s

frequented by

A remarkablefeature in

The followingare

them. best method to prevent the cut worms

up No.

were

universities

Dutch educationare 195 schools for adults,

The entire Fire Departmentis called to P. Visser and Mr. E. F. Sutton, the bre
meet on Thursday evening next, at the er. The city officers were not appoint
room of Columbia No. 2, to hold their an
There seems to be considerabledenual electian, and transact such other butt-

the end of 1875 the three

closed his attended by 6,076

entire slock of horses and carriages to this

damages of the fire

Dutch

branch stable in Holland, bringing the

thing there six days in the week.

The

It stales that at

for years 1,782 students.

has been associatedwith the livery busi

said “it looks like a market day here,”

and

Joe, of

of the Third regiment United States Cavalry.

E.

Holland, Mich., 8«pt.

be-

it

has agreed to

quence.

Call la and get bargains.

pat

the undersigned
— THE

New London, Conn.,
Oldest
tween his fore finger and thumb.
accompany as a guide the
In the dty, am
last, at the Chicago & Mich. Lake Shore
expeditionin search of the Franklin recThe Dutch Government has issued a Stack of
depot, and was seriously injured in conseords projected by Lieutenant Schwatka, report on the state of education in Holland.
his foot caught in a frog on

I am now selling the Howe Hewing Machines
will henceforthkeep It for sale at my store.
Peddling machines with wagons has been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
tie too tow ta admit of any expense la that way.

and

_

f

will be IS Attendance.

at

CEMETERY WORE
-- IN STONE. --

•raised, but

to predict.

OF

CEDAR & EIGHTH STREETS.

And

John Bright said in a
of the United Kingdom,

'back

back on cotton and plane

Rochdale that one-third of the whole land office at Holland, Mich.,

latest dispatches

Georgia have

in

Bahuiere said of Litoltf: MHo is so
thin
that when be rises with hi* baton I
Rattler Mining company,
in

A Large afed Fine
Ilu

corn.

^ mn
more

with a capatal $10,000,000,to operate

tannery.

tain a

ecided to go

culled

the Black Hills.

are informed that wages have been

is dead.

has been organizedin Cali-

fornia called the

of dogs either.

reduced 10 per cent, at Cappon & Bertsch’s

The

is

ui^ht we had another the David Macy.

New

Morrissey,Stale Senator of

good many farmers

\»jA

schooner launched at Grand

Haven on Wednesday afternoon,

On Wednesday

John

arrived and

for

N. B.

Call and nee a moit beantltal Tiricty of
imp iJhtirs, ornaments,pictnrsframef« brackets,
•». HE1D8EMA.
Holland, J»n. 12, 1878.

etc.

trade the necessary attention,

and will keep on hand a complete stock

and C. C. Ware.

A
those

.

& H. ELFERDINK’S

of White Granite

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

quantities,

Rockingham and Yellow

was

grand success, nicely arranged and par-

-

ticipated in by about 150 persons, of which

-

AT

J

Ware

in

large supplies.
o. J.

vaarwerk.

A dispatch trom Paris, dated May 1st, number there were 7 children, 47 gran
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1877.
bird closed its wings and fell heavily to ays: The InternationalExhibitionof ’78
children, and 5 great grandchildren.
Holland, - - - Michigan
the earth. The snake— a moccasin— had
as opened to-day with great eclat, the
I have engaged the servicea of
bitten it in the neck, but the talons of the
rogramme heretofore made public being
TerriWeTIisaeter.
The above Arm make a specialty of custom work.
hawk were so burned in the vitals of the/ strictly carried out. At one time in the
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices arc low
serpent that it also died.
morning it whs feared that the ceremonies
Griffin,
Too late for details we give the following .enough to compete with any house In the city.
\ They keep constantly oi hand a choice varietyol
would be interfered with as at 9 o’clock synopsis of yesterday’sdispatches from
idles aud Children aloes and gaiters.
of New York City,
Market day in Zeeland did not pass off rain was falling, but at 9:45 the rain Minneapolis,Minn. The whole city was
tiring neatly done and at
as quiet as it might have done. Some ceased, and hopes were inspired that the shaken at twenty minutes past 7 o’clock
Who is a practical cutter and
Short Notice,
granger got a “whole load.” and was day would be fine. These were realized this evening by the shock of an explosion
tailor, and am now prepared
W. A H. elfekdink.
taken up for it, when some of his friends hoi 11:30, when the clouds broke aud the which was discovered to have occured in
to make up suits according the
interferred,and a row ensued. We failed
shone out biillinntly. The weather, the big forty-two-ruuWashburn mill, loM J8l1n
$811
latest styles and fashions.
to hear of any wounded or killed, but the though, was rather hot. President Maccated in the very centre of the milling disj,
In this connection I have
sequel of the proceedings will be ventil- Mahon reached the exhibition at 2 o’clock trict. Vi'he expioslon^vaslollUU'wl li) tile
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some SOOhcarinp

writhing in

its

claws,

th

Nr. J. A.

FOR SALE.

ated by a suit instituted against the sale of

in the State carriage, escorted

liquors to miners.

household. He was welcomed by “A” mill/fftnyDiamond,the Zenith, the
Teisscrene de Bort, minister of commerce, Pettit, RobinsorNfc Co. mill, the Humd declaredthe exhibition open, amid boldt, and the Galaxy,mill9and adjacent
lutes of artillery and music by bands
lumber-yards and coopeKshops and the
The marshal then, at the head of a brill- big elevator owned by the rhRl company.
itary

Prof. M. A^Aorrison,of Milwaukee,wi'l
give
in

a lecture on the

this city,

by his mil- envelopment in flames of the Washburn

greenback quest

at V^rbeek & Co.’s

ioi

hall,

Tuesday evening toxt. AdmissionTree.
iant procession, which includedthe Prince The shuck extended to every^wrlionof
This question se^ms to hi sweeping of Wales, ex-KingAmadeus, and thecrown
the city and glass in the front of stores on
through this section of the dnuntry, at a
princes of Denmark and the Netherlands, all the principalstreets was broken and
trimend jus rate
Mr. Morrison proceeded through theexhibition buildings.
shutteredfrom the concussion. The imcomes highly recomiRen\w as a good
The scene was picturesque and impos- ports differ ms to the number of shocks, v
speaker, we expect heViJfl\raw a large

grape vines, 100 Currant hnshes; Strawberries;
f'ears,Apple, Quince, Chestnut, Mulberry,Apprlcot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money required down inquire of

VAN LANDEOEND,

J.

Holland, Mich. January 1« 1818.

house, and perhaps be \v5ableh

to

form a

Call soon and take the first

the
Cheap Cash Store of
choice, at

S. J,

but two certainly occurred, one following

and

HAmiMTOJl

s.

and Legion of Honor, stood in stone walls of the big eight-story WashA stitute
St
has formed a copa
kstrongcontrast with senators, deputies and burn mill were utterly demolished.The
nership with Mr. Z. L. Gmwold, of
ergy and minor officers in their civil Diamond and Humboldt mills, just in the
gan, who will jointly engage in the manu,ianu-|B
uniforms.
The exhibition building was rear thereof, flattened to the ground, and
I ut
P. Pfanstiehl

facture of shingles

Spring styles, and will guarantee a perfect fit. Prices rea-

uniform, councilorsand magistrates in iu quick succession after the other, and
their robes, and differentbodies of the In- more severe than the first. The massive

club on the same evenii

Mr.

cloths, Cassimeres, of the latest

Joslin&Breyman, sonable.

am\

ing in the extreme. State bodies in grand

purchased a stock of Broad-

ers

)unU>er on an ex^

gaily decoratedwith the flags of all nations

tensive scale. ^Mi. Ullswulivriias!l very

the roof and one wall were

torn

Scotch Ales,
I Jewelers, English and
“—AND——

dealers in
was in the vicin- from the Washburn mill. The roof
STOUT,
large amount of logs, who will be here in
ity. The American section, though unfin- of the Milwaukee and St. Paul roundIn balk and in Botpa.
a few days. The quality of/hinglesmade
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
ished, compares favorably with others. house was lifted oil', and the air
at this mill have been so g/ul, that large
No. 100
The department of manufacturers shows filled with dobris thrown by the force of
orders have been recetoedf for more, and
Jewelry
Fancy Goods,
least progress. The American art depart- the terrible explosion for blocks away.
with this new arrangejiieot everything
ment is the best ever shown abroad by The excitementwas so greot that it is al
Also Agent for Robert Smith
will be pushed to its utraoW. We hope it
cor. of 5tn and Minor street*,
America. Despite the fair weather that most impossible at this hour to glean any
Robert Smith, has succeeded ..
will furnish work for sAeraVpiore hands,
troducing an Ale, which be ealla
______ _
prevailed in the forenoon it was showery connected account of the disaster,though
and may be the means to slop some of
and. ha* succeededso well that It ia highly recomwhen the ceremony of opening began, there were numerous eye-witnersca outside
mended as a tonic for weak peraona.
this croaking about bird times. Success
— — —
v
but in half an hour Hie sun was shining the mills. It is certain, however, that the
and

an immense crowd

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN

Monroe Street

&

Giand Bapldt, Kick.
_____

to the

The

new

firm!

brighter. The immense crowd was very explosion occurred in the big mill, which

old soylug lliut -'lighlning will noil

strike twice in the seme place"

ploded on Wednesday

was

nifiht last.

The

chimney on the residence of Mr. G. Vyn,

enthusiastic.Cries were everywhere was

whc/uld not ascertain. In the city of GrhUI Rapids lightning struck in two plws, doing very

operation at the lime and the de-

|r“ised of “Vive la Kepubliquo,” and “Vive struc'ion of the other mills was the direct
|'»

France.” French flags were

varied by

stars and stripes, which floated from

undreds of windows, especially along
in the Village of Zeeland was struck an
e boulevard Des Italiens and Champs
completely demolished on that night,
lysecs. The American banner around
struck down in the dwelling, tore up the
be
Rue Scribe were especiallybrilliant,
carpet in one room, and left through a
inisterial
buildings and the bank of
window. The same dwelling was struck
France
were
tastefully and elegantly decabout 10 days ago during a thunder squalj,
orated
with
tricolor festoons and silk
We hear.of another building/ being struck
banners.
Other
public buildings were
at Groningen, on Wednesday night— the
particulars of which

in

splendidly adorned and presented a gorge

result thereof. The

mond

mills

were

Humboldt and Dia-

utterly destroyed from

the direct shock of the explosion.

All Kinds of Spectacles. A

otuei1 liquors

Fall &tae ef Geld Peat*
Holland, March

24,

Pettit.

oped the centre of the milling districtin
one vast sheet of flames. Fortunately,
the accident occurred after the day force
of hands had left the mills. The loss of
life is probably twenty persons wilh i
long list of wounded.

ous spectacle.

1878.

BEST

A

for Sale*

I will sell eighty acres of

splendid clay

dty. Near church
a bargain, 80 acres

soil, six miles from this

Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash and school bouse, at
Don’t forget to get that boy of yours a Store man wisnes
wishes to iniorm
Inform me
the i^auies
Ladies of' of this land is pHrilallyimproved. Also
little damage, however. /TLt squall was a summer school suit, for three dollars and
ibis city and vicinity that he will keep on 40 ipres of unimprovedland in the Townheavy one, and was ac/oiD^anied by tor- fifty cents, at the Cheap Cash Store of
ship wf Fillmore.
Inquire of
ine ablpPwf
Fillmore,loqi
hand a full supply of sewing machi
amts of

rain.

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

machines.

needles for all machines.

42-tf

D«

always on hand.

BANKING.

(My.

business you can engage In. $5 to $20
per dav mades hi
by any worker ol either
eex, right in their own localities.Particnlarsand sample* worth $5 free. Imorove your
spare time at this business. Address Stinson
Co., Portland, Maine.

Farm

and

KMf

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.

The

Robinson & Co. mill, the Galaxy
and Zenith, located opposite,were destroyed by the fire which followed almost
instantly after the explosion und envoi

splendid stock of Cigars

HOWARD.

mi BANKERS,
min ai
-

HOLLAND, -

MICHIGAN.

Do a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection busineas. Collections made on all point* in
the Halted States and Europe, Particular attention paid to tbs collectionsof Ranks and Bank«*.
Remittances mad* on the day of payment. All

My

•old at our

to »n°d fromalf poSs

office.
J.

,

VAN

In

,..LJIL,U*

PUTIN

^uilpc

A SON.

DELIRIUM TREMENS.
BT JOHN O.

of eager anxiety, which

8AXK,

was very rare
“Shall I call mamma ?” she said.
THE “RANK AND FILE”
thoughts from the melody, all at once a
him, had now given way to the
“ Oh, no,” he replied ; “ the papering big broad-shouldered shadow loomed up
BY HELEN HUNT.
usual grim oomposure of his features. is going on nicely ; but I thought, if between her and the moonlight.
He was a very quiet man, and would sit you’d allow me, I’d just supply the
Oh, blow for the Hero » trumpet,
“ I had to come in at the window,” he
Lot him lift up hie head in the morn ;
for a whole evening with his head up tenor for you. I can see that the ab- said, “ for you know I've been forbidA glory of gloriesIs battle,
against the wall, never once hazarding a sence of it is a great impediment. If den the doors. I came to beg you to
it Is well for the world he was born.
Let him Joy In the. sound of the trumpet,
remark of his own, but contentinghim- you wouldn’t mind, Miss Paret, I think forgive my blundering idiocy of to-day.”
Aud sun In the world’s proud Smile
self apparently with the conversation you could make out with my voice for
“It doesn’t matter,” said Grace, with
Rut what had become of the Hero,
that went on about him. His extreme the time.”
Except for the “ rank and file ?'»
a sweet, sad dignity that made Mr. Perreticence had gained for him a certain
And he began, without further pream- kins feel as if he’d like to get down on
oh. grand -the Earth in her progress,
reverence when he did happen to speak. ble, to sing the solo. Miss Paret fol- his knees to her. “We know now that
In her genins, snd art, and affairs
The glory of glories is progress,
A more voluble man might be allowed to lowed him with the piano accompani- everything here is yoms— papa has told
Let the great find a Joy In their cares.
run on unnoticed, or he might be con- ment, her musical soul in her ears. Oh, us. We are going back to the farm,
Let the king?, and the artists, and statesmen
tradicted or differedwith, but Hr. Par- how vastly, immeasurably superior was and then you can come and go as you
Look round them and proudly smile
Rut what would become of the nation,
et’s words, like everything rare, were his voice to the tenor she had been ac- like.”
Except for the rank and file 7 "
held in consideration.
customed to— to anv tenor, anv voice !
“.That’s all nonsense,” said Mr. PerAnd when the brief days of this planet
On this pleasant morning of which I Presentlyhe ceased, and trembling, but kins, devouring with his eyes the sweet,
Are all ended, and numbered and told,
speak he said nothing. For a brief mo- sweet, she took up the refrain. Then sad free beneath his own; “your father
And the Lord shall appear in His glory,
ment a keen glance, almost haggard in he joined in with her, and, for about will pull through yet, and. as for the
And shall anmmon the younz and the old,
For the Hero shall sound forth no trumpet
anxiety, had rested on the sweet face of ten minutes or so, the paper-hangers on rest, there’s only one thing in the house
For the great no welcomingsmile
his daughter; but he did not reply to the other side of the corridors, the of any value fb me, and that’s so priceRefore the good Lord In his glory,
We are all •• the rank and the flic."
his wife. Two or three days later on he, maid-servant in the kitchen, and the less and precious and unspeakablydear
-A tlantie Monthly for May.
however, made a remark which caused man-servant in the hall listened, open- that I can’t get courage to plead for it.”
considerableconfusion in the little circle mouthed, to these seraphic strains that
But I think he did, for I met Watkins
PITH AND POINT.
about him.
seemed stmight from paradise. Unfort- myself the other day, and he said ho
This time it was the evening meal, unately, they soared up into the sitting- was going to Mexico, the country was
Cartman’s slang— Hire a haul.
snd the subject was again Mr. Perkins. room above, where Mrs. Paret was going to the dogs, and the franchise
“ Beautiful Ile of the Sea ”
Spring had come, the bitternessof the making up her domestic accounts, and wasn’t worth a cent. Too much power
Whale oil.
frost had melted in the arder of the sun, so engrossed was she that she did not at was given to monopolies. In Riverview
Does a small waist enhance a lady’s
and the consequence was mud! The first realize that a man’s voice was alone was a case where one fellow, and
peculiar yellow clay that formed the mingling with that of her daughter. an ordinary fellow at that, had gobbled beauty ? Corset does.
upper strata in the geological classifica- When she did, she made up her mind it up everything— boat-club championship, A tender heart is a priceless gift, but
tion of Riverviewbecame very noticea- was Mr. Barnes, the church tenor. But a woman that was next door to an angel, a tender head is a great misfortune.
ble that night in the Paret household. Mrs. Paret was a musical critic, and and all. “You knew her,” pursued
This is the season of the year when
The heavy boots of Mr. Paret were very soon concluded those full, rich Watkins — Paret’s sister Grace; and yon carpets and hand-organs are turned.
clogged with it, the gaiters of Peregrine notes did not belong to Mr. Barnes. knew him, that masqueradingchap with
Self-denialis a grand virtue; wealjunior were flecked here and, there, and Besides, he had gone to the city ; she board. What’s his name ?— Perkins !”
with

«

Oome, HHtfln awhile to me, my lad,
•Oome, liHten to me for a spell 1
I^t that terribledrum
for a moment be dumb
Tor your uncle la going to tel
What befell
A youth that loved liquor too well.

;

olever young man was he, my lad,
And with beauty uncommonlybletstHl,
Ere with brandy and wine
He began to decline,
.And behaved like a person pooseoeed ;
I

is

;

proteat

The temperanceplan

la the

Ooo evening he went to

beat.

;

tavern, my lad,
Be went to a tavern, one night,
Ahd, drinking too much
Rum, brandy and such,
The chap got exceedingly " tight
And waa quite
'What your aunt would entitle a “ fright.
a

The fellow fell Into a anooxe. my lad
*ria a horrible slumber he takee—
He tremblee with fear,
And acta very queer ;
My eyea ! how be Rhiveru and shakes

And

••

•

;

;

When he wakee,
ravea about horrid great enakeo

Tto a warning to yon and to me, my
A particularcaution to all—
Though no one can see
The viper but he—
To hear the poor lunatic bawl,
•' How they crawl

1

lad,

—

!

All

over the floor and the wall 1”

Next morning be took to his bed, my
Next morning h« took to his bed ;
And he never got up,
To dine or to sup,
physicked and bled

Though properly
And

I

lad,

‘

;

read

Next day the poor fellow was dead.

‘

ways delight to see it in other persons.
saw him go to the train half an hour be- —Harper’s Weekly.
A rad marriage is like an eleotrio maMiss Grace, as they snuggled under the fore. Who could it be ? The voice was
chine—
it rnakts you dance, but you can’t
dining-table,showed very plainly the certainly a strange one — wonderfully
Poor, But Not Proud.
Man's deadliestfoe
let go.
fine, but strange. Mrs. Paret dropped
amorous designs of this sordid clay.
a a snake of a differentclass
“ I’m as poor as free-lunch turtle suupAlas!
“Hum -a—” drawled Peregrine, her book, put her pencil behind her but I don’t glory in it,” said a weak,
Buds on the trees, and pants on the
Tts the viper that lurks In the glass."
“ what’s all this about fellow with ear, and went down into the parlor.
eyed waif of trouble, with a breath like knees of the boys playing marbles are
board ? Watkins home to-day, and says Imagine her horror, her dismay, her inthe odor of an old stocking, as he sat bursting.
days of chivalry coming back again. dignation,to find that wonderfullyfine
MR. PERKINS.
A case of the transmission of scarlet
down on a bench among the pariahs in
Certain lovely lady’s progress impeded but strange voice in the possessionof
fever infection by means of a letter to
Washington Park the other morning.
Hr. and Mrs. Peregrine Paret, Pere- by mud -along comes knight with board Mr. Perkins ! And to find her daugh“Merciful Moses !” exclaimed a sparse- a distant town is reported in an English
shoulder — throws it down— lady ter, the acknowledgedqueen of Rivergrine junior, and Miss Grace Paret, sat
haired mendicant,whoso back hadn’t journal.
at breakfast in their pleasant dining- walks over, smiles sweetly, says pretty view society, deigning to mingle her carried a new coat for twenty years,
She bad lovely hair; but it was rash of
room overlooking the garden, the ave- words of gratitude ; result, all fellows voice with his, and accompany him “ show me the chap as does, an’ he kin me to ask her in the following lines where
while he sang!
nue, the base-ball ground, and straight m Riverview hunting for boards.”
take my share cheap.”
the color came from, and rasher still to
The poor girl hung her head when she
“I hate that Watkins,” said Grace, a
across the river to the steeples and high
“ Trouble has follered mo like a shad- hint at the proper answer:
saw
her
mamma.
She
knew
there
hot
color
leaping
into
her
rounded
chimneys that loomed through the mist
der from the cradle, an’ there never was
“ Don't know how HiRbs got rich." you say,
hanging over the great busy metropolis. cheeks, her blue eyes flashingindig- wasn’t a bit of harm in the situation; it a time when I was any more free from
Well, now, that’s good I haw ! haw
was
only
the
impulsive
kindness
of
Mr.
He bought on tick and sold for cash,
It had been Mrs. Pkret’s boast that she nantly. “If he knew how I despised
misfortune than 1 am of graybacks this
Then “ took the Rankrupt law.’’
had the finest view from her front win- him, he’d stop persecutingme with his Perkins, and the yearning for harmony minute, but I don’t go round with a tin —Courier
Journal.
which
besets
a
musical
soul.
If she
attentions.
Nothing
could
be
nicer,
dows of any house in Riverview, and
horn an’ a banner tollin’ the world I’m
“In
the spring the young man’s
could
only
tell
her
mamma—
explain
to
that not one unseemly blot rested up-)n mamma, than the way Mr. Perkins
poor, do I ? ”
fancy.
”
And curses his fate because his
her
Mr.
Perkins’
motive
and
her
own
the landscape.So that it became a sore helped me over the crossing ; it was the
The crowd edged up around him and salary won’t admit of his being fancy
But
slie could see that Mrs. Paret was
most
natural
thing
in
the
world.
Yon
thing to her when her hnsband leased a
listened with open mouths.
the year round.”— Oi7 City Derrick.
big lot in the direction of the water to k know how muddy it is on that corner by growing redder and redder; that her
“ I say I don’t flaunt my poverty,” he
“Inotiss one thing. The man who
usually
rubicund
complexion
was
deepttian by the name of Perkins, who got a the church. I didn’t know how to get
continued. “I’m not proud of it nor rides on the kars every day is satisfied
ening
to a rich mahogany; that she was
across
; I was quite in despair, when I
lot of old boards together and reared a
puffed up over it like some folks is, an’ with one seat; but the man who rides
land of work-shop there, from which he saw Mr. Perkins with a boaitl on his swelling np, so to speak, with rage and I don’t crow over them as is better off,
once a year wants at least four.” — Josh
indignation.
emerged at various times in the day, shoulder, and in the twinkle of an eye
nor make brags that I have more trials Billings.
Mr.
Perkins
could
see this for himself,
he
had
thrown
it
down
and
made
a
sometimes in his shirt sleeves, and again
an’ less to eat than any other livin’ soul.”
and hastened to apologize.
“ Tell me, lady, n hence the hue
in a leather apron and queer cap; if the bridge of it for the passers-by.”
“ No more do I,” put in a man with a
Of that hair bo rery charming
“It was merelva musical intrusion,
“For yon, you mean,” said Mrs.
weather was inclement,perhaps he wore
Long, I swear, I’ve worshipedyou
face that had long been a strangerto
madam,”
he
said.
“
I
saw
that
tout
For those locks are quite alarming."
a woolen jacket, and at this season of the Paret, sternly. “ If it had been some
water. “ I grins and bears it.”
Quoth the maiden, with surprise,
year his pantaloons were generally poor old lame beggar woman, he’d have daughter needed a tenor, and, witnout
“Job’s turkey was a fat bird to the
“ How can I the color know, sir?
thrust in his boots. The man, as Mrs. kept his board immaculate. What right pausing to think, offered it to her.”
There are quite a dozen dyes,
side of me, but what’s the good of my
“
Kind
!”
echoed
the
exasperated
matFor I bought it months ago, sir.”
Paret justly observed, evidently be- has this person to offer you any civility ?
puttin’ on airs? It won’t make feathers
longed to the working class, and she had What right has he to know of your exis- ron. “I’m about sick of Mr. Perkins grow on a station-houseplank, will it ?
“ Take time by the forelock, young
and his kindness. He’d oblige me by
no objection to Mr. Paret’s hiring him tence— to look at yon at all ?” ' '
An’ kin boastin’ about my misery put man,” said a father to his son. “ How
taking
it
and
himself
out
of
the
house,
It was at this juncture of the converto superintend the various^ repairs neanother bean in the soup or give my can I,” said the young hopeful, looking
oossary that spring in their household, sation that Mr. Paret spoke. “A cat and never entering its doors again stomach any more to do ? Nary time, it at a picture of bald-headedTime,
hut she did strongly object to the pecul- may look at a King,” said Mr. Paret. in any capacity or under any circum- can’t. Conceit never put a full spoon to “when he hasn’t a bit of hair on his »
iar manner of the man; it was not so And these few words of his had tbe_ stances.”
anybody’s mouth. Land knows I’ve head?”
mueh that he had dared to use his own effect of a bomb burstingin the enemy’s ^ 'Mr. Perkins bowed his head meekly, got plenty of rope if I wanted to brag,
In the spring the furious husband,with a crate of
judgment about the wall paper, but he camp. Mrs. Paret started and stared at went over to Grace, and took her trem- but that ain’t my natur.”
crockery wares,
bling
hands
in both his own for a half
her
husband,
Peregrine’s
fork
paijsed
had actually appealed to Grace, to her
“ Lots more of us can be hit with the Slips upon a piece of soap his wife left on the basement stairs
'daughter,to support him in his choice, in mid-air, and even Gracie’s eyes grew second, bent his head again reverently same pole,” chimed in a thin man with a In the spring they have much troubfb with the bedto
the
haughty
stare
of
Mrs.
Paret,
and Grace, in her thoughtless way, had round in wonder. His opinion had not
steadsand the slats
tight belt.
then wert across the hall, gave a few
spring a young girl’s fancy lightlyturns to
-stood there in the hall talking with this been asked. The little group, in fact,
“Yes, maybe; but if you’ll hold your In thethoughts
of hats.
directions
to
the
workmen
there,
and
believed
him
utterly
oblivions
and
inman Perkins— talking, smiling, blushbreath you’ll say less,” resumed the first — Chicago Tribune.
walked
ont.
ing, Why, Grace could not have shown different to the Perkins question, and
speaker. “There was Lazarus now;
“ If I place my money in the savings
That night Mrs. Paret beamed refulmore attention to the Grand Duke him- this singular and trite remark threw
look at him. He was poor enough to be
bank,” inquired one of the newly-argently
at
the
head
of
the
table.
She
consternation
in
their
midst.
self than she had to this paper-hanger.
respectable,by long odds. But I dis- rived, “when can I draw it out again ”
“The impudence, the unparalleled But Mrs. Paret rallied sufficiently to was glad now that it happened as it count him, boys— I do, heavy. He had
“ Oh,” responded his Hibernian friend,
impertinence,” said Mrs. Paret, “of a stammer out, “A King is not supposed did. She was rid of that intolerable sores that was inticin’to a hull pack of
“sure an’ if you put it in to-day, you
Mr.
Perkins
at once and forever.
to
look
at
a
cat.”
paper-hanger,an ordinary paper-hanger,
dogs, but you couldn’t find a scab on me can get it out to-morrow, by giving thir“ The impudence of your man PerAnd Mr. Paret, who had by this time
faring to intrude his choice of material,
big enough for a pup to smell of before ty days’ notice.”
amd actually using a pale gray ground finished his meal and reached the door kins,” she said to her husband, “ over- its eyes was open ; an’ then agin, you
of the dining-room, turned upon the reached itself to-day. I ordered him ont can’t prove he didn’t own the hounds
instead of the shade I ordered !”
witness, in describing a certain
“ But, mamma,” said Grace, “ you said threshold, and said, “That depends of the house.”
himself ! Do I look able to kick my event, said, “ The person I saw at the
“You did!” said Mr. Paret, putting
yourself that it was the prettiest,after it upon the taste and. policy of the King
own dog ? Well, I should say not. Pov- head of the stairs was a man with one
down
his knife and fork, and looking at
and ths character of the cat. ” With this
was on the wall.”
erty, boys, is my best holt. It’s the eye named Wilkins.” “What was the
the partner of his bosom. “ And what
“ That has nothing to do with it,” snid Parthian arrow he went out and shut
only thing in this world I ever had name of the other eye?” spitefully
did he say ?”
*jjMrs. Paret, waving her hand, and, ma- the door.
plenty of ; but, as I said before, I don’t asked the opposing counsel. The wit“ Say ? What could he say ?”
gpestically disposing of her daugttWs
The next day Miss Grace went into
flaunt it around and glory in it, nor I ness was disgusted with the levity of the
“What did he do?”
** plea— “ nothing whatever to do with it the parlor to practice the opening piece
audience.
don’t y’arn for any more of it. Poor
“ Do ? What could he do ? He went
It’s the principle of the thing, Grace
for the following Sunday. Miss Grace
You couldn’t find fat enough alxrat me
The reason Why a woman can never
the idea of an ordinary paper-hanger— ” was the soprano in the aristocratic out as he was ordered,and I’ve forbid- to grease a watch ! "—CincinnatiBreakhit the thing she throws at is said to be
den
bis entering the doors again in any
“I don’t think he’s altogetherordi- church on the muddy corner below, and
fast Table.
on account of her collar-bone being
nary, mamma,” said Grace. “ You must it was generallyconceded that for rich- capacity.”
several inches longer, and located lower
A gnm smile distorted the features of
allow yourself that he’s a littleextraordi- ness and compass the voice of Miss PaThe Phonograph in France.
down than that of a man, interfering
Mr.
Paret.
He
had
not
smiled
much
nary, he’s a kind of Admirable Crichton. ret had no peer in Riverview. Mr.
Much amusement was occasioned by with the free action of her shoulder.
I’m sure I never saw such skill in my Perkins hinjself in passing the church of late, so that this working of the musthe
exhibition of a talking instrument And yet the world is full of blue-nosed
life in hanging the curtains ; and hung the day before had paused, with the cles was really a distortion.
before the French Academy of Sciences. fogies who do not believe everything has
“I
suppose
he’d
oblige
yon
if
he
would never have been if our people board on his shoulder, and listened, with
The person in charge of the machine said been ordained tor the best. — Cincinnati
4had been left to ip image them.’ He just his heart in his month, to the clear, could,” said Mr. Paret. “I’ve found
BreakfastTable.
him
a verv kind and accommodatingfel- to it in a loud voice, and with a marked
• climbed the ladder. Peregrine,” added sweet, ringing notes that fell upon the
English
accent,
li
Le
phonograph
e
preQUITS FROM THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL
• Grace, turning to her brother, “and balmy air of that delicious morning. low; but he can’t help himself in this
sente res compliments a V Academic
ADVERTISER.
took the great, clumsy things in his And very thankful he was that he had case.”
“In what case, Mr. Paret ? What do des Sciences" The repetition of the
; arms, gave a twist or two here, a tack or waited long enough to be of service to
All a fleeting show— A circus.
words by the instrument,preserving the
- two there, a push up and a push down, her in any way. “ No thanks to me,” he vou mean?” said his wife, who saw that
Raised drafts— Open ventilators.
accent, but at a falsetto pitch, brought
~ and the whole thing was lovely !”
had said, while sacrificing his board; his chin was shaking painfully, and his
The
fig-ure of odium— F I G (Effigy).
great applause. The Academicians
^ “Horn,” said Peregrine junior, tug- “ I should have been half a mile ahead hands trembled on the arms of his chair.
Fish expressed if not implied— C. 0.
burst
into unrestrained laughter,as the
“ A man can’t very well stay ont of
ging id the few wisps of hair he called’a if your voice hadn’t rooted me to the
D.
his
own house, ” said Mr. Paret. ‘ Every machine repeated, after the operator,
mustach
“ hum — a— yes— no doubt
spot”
The prime-evil bone of contention
the question and answer, '* Afossicu
hut there’s, such a thing as fellows being
“ I thought I could get my part bet- tiling here belongs to Mr. Perkins
The
jaw-bone.
phonographs, parlez vous Francais f ”
too confoundedly brisk, you know. Fel- ter if I tried it in the church,” said house, furniture, and all. He thought;
The reptile that figures in the columns
Oui,
Mossicu."
One
of the members,
low’s good enough, no doubt, in his Grace; “ but it was so big and gloomy perhaps, if it was kept quiet I might
of temperance—The adder.
way capital mecnanic, all that sort of there, and it’s so hard to practice alone; tide over ; but it’s no use, Maria. I’m M. Du Moncel then, to satisfv himself Miss Graham is a famous London
broken up hand and foot. We’ll have that there was no imposition, talKed to the belle. She is Graham bred and the
thing; but hang it, you know, fellow the tenor ought to be there at least.”
phonograph and received back his words,
mast keep in his own groove. Watkins
These words of hers— as, indeed, all to go back to the farnx”
sweetestof lasses.
Then Mr. Paret’s head fell back power- il L’ Acadamie remcrcie M. Edison de
aays to me yesterday, ‘See fellow over her words— remained in the. memory of
Dr. Day, [of the Boston Washingtonson inter essante communication." The
there sawing board?’ And I says, ‘Yes.’ Mr. Perkins, and, on the following less. He was carried to bed.
ian Home, cores inebriates by treating
excitement
and
mirth
was
so
great
that
Shortly after, Peregrine junior came in,
And says Watkins, ‘ Fellow wants to join morning, while he was superintending
them. Good Day.
a long time elapsed before the Academy
'Our boat club.* ‘No?’ says I. ‘Fact,’ the papering of the reception-room on with that draggled look that characterWar is being warmly waged against
my* Watkins. ‘Case of blackball,’ the other side of the hall, and listening izes a cock that has been beaten upon his could settle itself and go on with the the Spitz dog, and at no fancy price
communications
of
the evening.
•says I. And it was ; club couldn’t stand to Miss Paret’s voice from the pailor, own dunghill.
therefor can hawkers of Spitz expect-to“Here’s a go,” he said. “Perkins
rthat sort of thing, vou know- kill it ne became more and. more convinced
rate.
A Celebrated Cose.
vquioker’n lightning.”
that she really did need the assistance black-balledat the club, and turns out
Freese, the proprietorof the Trenton
“ That’s the reason you lose every of the tenor ; the rest could be got along that he owns the whole concern— boatThey have had a funny lawsuit in West (N. J.) Free Press, has been convicted
xaoe,” said Grace. “Mr. Perkins is a without, but the tenor was indispensa- house, water-front, and all”
Stratford. A resident owned a hen of of embezzlement Freeze to him, JerBut nobody minded Peregrine junior. a fancy breed that strayed upon a neigh- sey just-ice !
better oarsman than any one in the ble. He’d been humming to himself all
4jlub.”
the time, but of what service was this To do Mrs. Paret justice,she was a true, bor’s premises and laid a nest full of
Rev. Adams has been suspended from
staunch woman in time of trouble.
“ Possible,” drawled Peregrine. to Miss Paret? On the spur of the
eggs. Another hen, belonging to the the ministry bV the New England Meth“We’ll go back to the farm, dearie,” owner of the land, took possession of odist Episcopal Conferencefor heresy:
44 Plenty clubs glad to get him, no ment he walked across the hall and
doubt, out we decline the honor. If through the open door into the parlor. she said to the poor, distracted broker. the nest and hatched the eggs. Then the
“In A (Urn's fall
We sinned all
\
precedent is ’stablishedthat sort, no He saw that her color rose, and that she “Thank God, that’s mine! Nobody two neighbors got into a wrangle abont
Belief to which some ding
y
can
touch
that.
Only
get
well
and
strong,
.knowing what’ll be the conseouence.”
the
chickens.
They
were
sold
by
No.
2
turned upon the piaiio-stooland quickly
But Adams, sic,
The heretio,
“Peregrine is right,” said Mrs. Paret. confrontedhim, snd for a moment he Peregrine, and I’ll be content to spend to a third party, whereupon No. 1 got
Falls sadly In the Spring.
A place for everybody, and everybody wished that he had never learned to the rest of our days there. Of course, out a writ of replevin, and the case was
in his place,’ is my motto; and one sing. If this impulse of his should it will be a blow to Grace to leave River- tried-Mew days ago, with able counsel
The seeds of plants are their eggs. A
and many witnesses. The court decided
’thing is very certain, that ramshackle cost this loveliest and best of God’s view ; but she’s a good girl”
“Yes. God bless her!” Said Mr. that the hen that hatched the eggs was sunflower produces 4,000, a poppy 30,.old bam over there is ruining our prop- creatures the least disappointmentor
the legal mother, and dismissed the re- 000, a tobacco plant 300, 000, and spleen•erty. I told you, Mr. Paret, what would even surprise, his epiglottis might as Paret
Haven Palladium. wort 1,000,000. Some, as the sea-pink,
be the result when you leased him the well be the most ordinary in the world
But I don’t believe that Grace will plevin suit.—
have but one seed; umbelliferous flowland.”
—he would never sing again. But her leave Riverview with the old folks. That
Hr. Paret said nothing; his half-shut voice held no indignationin it, nor her night as she sat alone in the parlor, her
Ben Hunt, of Jackson county, Indi- ers two, and the slurge and ranunculus
but keen eyes had at first rested upon the face, which was tfce purest, the gentlest, tears falling fast npon the keys, sad ana^ recentlyate eleven boiled eggs and three. The capsule of the white poppj
contains 8,000 seeds.
face of his daughter, and an expression the most winning or faoea.
thoughts and heavy fears distracting her
You’ve heard of the snake in the graas, my
Of the viper concealed In the grans ;
but now vou must know,
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CURIOUS AND SCIENTIFIC.
Zinc

maybe

hardened to any degree
desired by introducing ammonium chloride into zinc while in a state of fusion,
1

00 to 200

grammes

The huge

to the kilo.

granite monolith which sup-

ports the equestrian statue of Peter the

Great, at St. Petersburg, Russia, was
rolled from Finland on cannon balls.

A very hard

metal, suitable for cutby adding tnngsten
’ to gray iron while in fusion, in the proportion of twenty-eightgrammes of the
former to 4,077 kilos of the latter.
ting-tools, is

made

To remove foreign bodies from

the

“A Square Meal.”
Letter from Her. John Brown’s Bronchial Troches,for coughs and<
McMnrrny.
are sure our readers will thank us for
restem Gun Works, Pittsburg.P*
I cannot but regard tho discovery
he, this tiny man with big heart, Baid : calling their attebtionto the very handsome
teMnkr It. MmAmm
of Fellows’ Hyponbosphitesas a
advertisementof the ExcelsiorManufacturing
“There, my good friend, 1 became in- Co., of 8t. Louis, as it would be useless for us
<r roNOK. *t. !/*»«.
matter of devout thankfulnessto a
benign Providence,
spired with the idea of ‘Home, Sweet to try to say anvthing in favor of their Grand
I have used it myself, and alao recFOOT LATHES
ommend
nmend it
it Jo others, and Invariably
..........
Home’ as I wandered about without Charter Oak Cooking Stove. The very word
"ITOR War In the East *nd7^JRSK of RUM, addiro#
iund It to Im»
Its of essential benefit.
found
suggests
the
thought
of
a
well-cooked
me&l
food, without a semblance of shelter I
In bronchialand other chest affec- JC Goods peed'l Book, Bible k Chromo House, foitcago.
tions, in arresting incipient consumpcould call my own. Many a night since followed by easy digestion, vigorous health,
tion, and in lessening the distressing
and a desire to have and to do plenty of real
symptomsof this dtsessoin its hopeI wrote those words, that issued out of
P. O. VICKERY.Augusts, Matew
dress
tcork, fo say nothing of the comfort of a happy
less stages, sa well as in cates of nermy Peart by absolute want of a home, contented
* '»
vous debility, in gising ton# to the
- - ‘ househol
’ ild..
system,It la undoubtedly a valuable remedy.
have I passed and repassed in this loJ. MoMURUAY, Methodist Minister.
Knowing.—
thirty-five
cality and heard a siren voice coming
Newport, N. 8.
A MONTH-AGENTS WANTE0-M
cent
bottle of Johnson’sAnodyne Liniment
from these gilded, fur- lined, comfortable
•eUtngarticloein
the world ; one sample/rea.
The Rt
ears : '* Tho inventionof Felwill effectually cure bronchitis,inflammatory
Addreu JAY BRONSON, Delius, Utah.
lows' Hyponhosphites lias becomo "ns of ttiu valuable
walls, in the depth of a dim, cold Lonsore throat, sore lungs, bleeding at tho lungs, industries of the country, untrue oi it* kind, and a credit
don winter, warbling ‘Home, Sweet chronic hoarseness,hacking cough, whooping to the Dominion of Canada."
lULMONA FOR CONSUMPTIOI
This medicine Is a positive cure. Send for free I
Home,’ and I knew no bed to call my cough and lame stomnoh.
Power of NpcitUIng Keatoreri.
circular. O. O. Mohkh, IkCortlandtMt. , N.Y. 1
isolated, exclusiveEnglish comfort was
guarded by a patrician dragon of gold— -

Wo

own.”

Don’t Forget that the country is full
Newash, Ont. D. C., March W, 1870.
of tramps and thieves, and that you ought to
Two months ago my son lost his voice. None of the
julddohim any good. I obtained a bottle
be provided with a weapon of defeuso. Bee physicianscon
of Follows’Comiwund Syrup ol Hypophosphites.and,
advertisementin another column headed •(range to aay, my son's voice was restoredtwo hour*
“Don’t Forget It."
after taking the second dose.^ F()TlftERIN01LL
i

How to Make Money.—

London

to
lead the advertisement so headed in another
column of this paper.

Emma

ried

out*

s'

Chroni-

cle gives a description, with an illustra-

THE BOOK. TO

)

Apply

for

TtrriUry,

A. 8.

sired prey, the smaller creature (spiders
are cannibals, notably the larger females,

who are given to devour their smaller
male lovers). When the little spider
was barely an inch in advance of its
,

pursuer, it cut with one of its posterior
legs the hue behind itself, so that the
stronger insect fell to the ground, thus
affording time and opportunity for the
diminutivespider to escape along the
ascending rope of the web. This is not
the only fact which seems to indicate
that a spider’sinstinct may also equal
reason.

If. Hl'FFOUll’8
Hoaton, [Eatabllahed1HU.]

AWNM6S! TENTS!
Waterproof Gome,

Window Shades.

Signs,

OO Month
MURRAY iBARjoiTL,
______Draplwlg—

_

Illustrated

St.. Chicago. PY" Bend tot

WANTED**

Co-operativeNewipapurs,
New.papers, and
and canvass fur edretIn this vicinity. To a proper perron will
a liberal commission, and advancea regular weekly
payment on account. Address,with reference,BRAUB
& FOSTKR, General Amenta American N«
Union, No. 10 Spruce street, New York.
Llst of
list

UsemenU

and warranted U) cure Diarrhea,Dysentery,
and Spasms, taken internally ; and Croup, Chronic
Rheumatism,Boro Throats, Cuts, Bruises,Old Bores,
and Pains in the Limbs, Back and Chest, externally.
It has nevor failed. No family will over be without It

the public,

A Pen

Colio

package
and test
it. After a fe w trials wo are confidentyou will
give it the preference over all others. It is
absolutelypure; every package is strictlyfull
weight, and it uover fails m making rolls,
bread, biscuits, cake, oorn-bread,waffles, muffins. and all similararticles,deliciously light,
good and wholesome.

A "Young Man from

pimmnfts

once giving it a fair trial. Price, 40 cents. DR.
VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, In Pint
Bottles,at One Dollar, is warranted superior to any

close out

or NO PAY, for the euro of Colic, Cuts, Bruises,
Old Soros, etc. Sold by all Druggists. Depot— 10 Park
Place, New York.

8UPRRIOR BULL ORGANS and PIANOS.

present stock of AOONewand Second-Hand
Instruments of five first-classmakers, fully wamiate^
and at prices that DKKY COMPETITION for thteelMg
of Instruments. AOKNT8 WANTED for WA'

Unsurpassed in Construction.

..

Unprecedented in Durability.

After you have been aroused at night by burglars In
vour
ronr house a tew
few times, you will leel
feel tho
the necessityof
having a good II I) \ Of.VEIt.Probably not befoi
,or*When yon do feel that necessity.
necessity, DON’T FORGET
FORGOT that
th
you can buy a FIlfST-CT.AHM NlCkcLPInltMl

.

Steel Barrel nml CylinderSKVKN-SIIOT

RKVOLVKK.
for tho

PAPER

copy of the BEST
In -the United Stetes-TIIK

BROAD CLAIM

ol

Hay-Foukb and KiXTUttKa will (in addition to Us*
receive FREE a complete rig of Nellh’
Mite’ F«fc
and Patent Conveyor,for depositingHay or Hteew l>
mow or on stack.
ack. Alan, nian’rreNuUbell
Pulleys and Grapples; Ag’t’l Steels, Nellis'
Steel Castings (Plow Sharos from this
_____ steel
'Irrl CUM beprofits)

Fuel.

beings

VERY BEST OPERATING,

1

welded,worked Inin chisels or edged tools) ; OnMuheNW1
Fencings tor Public Grounds, Cemeteries, or Farm*
Pamphlet* free. A. J. NELLIS k GO., PilUborsh, Fk.

QUICKEST SELLING,

HANDSOMEST AND

THREE DOLLARS,
FAMILY

r nut. It Invigorates t ho biain.toneaup the
makes the weak strong, and is pleaaantto Uke. Price.
One Dollar per bottle at Druggist*', or sent by the IVejirietor^n rooelpUxf price. A pamphlet contojniujvdL

CHICAGO

Tit

LHIM»KIt—one year, postage paid. Thia Paper will
be mailed FREE FOR ONE YEAR to every person

who buys one of our Revolvers.
KEMKMBF.R, this Is no cheap,cast-iron Revolver. It
is first-clnssin every particular, and will be sent by mall,
to any addreu. on receipt of $3.00. Or for $3.50 we
will semi t he Revolverand 00 CartridgesHT EXPUEU.
These Revolversare manufactured expresslyfor ua. and

Ever offered to the public

actual vu
cunu.
•r.n.
and
nies each bottle, or

MADE ONLY BY

THE LEDGER

FREE

THE CHICAGO

__

LEDGElt,

Y.

Gerard’s Preventive,$1

.

A day can be made on a Portable Soda FonnUln. Price $35. $45. $60. »nd $80, complete.
Send for catalogue to Chapman A Co., Madison.

$40

M
K

Wholesale and Retail.
Retail.
Wigs _________
and Hair
1 11 Jewelry made to order. Multiforms and
II I
Waves o- any description.We carry the
I I
III largest stock in the West. Rend for pricelist. Orders promiitly executed,
n. C. WTUKIIL A- CO., 1*2(1 State Rt, CHICAGO.
jl I!

n

'

n

Nos. G12,

GH, GIG &G18

Daily Paper for

Two

CUKE

I
When

F6TS!!

FITS, EPILEPSY

OR

Mothers
!
Don’t
fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Byrup
for all diseases incident to the period or leeth!

!

„

artdreec.
York.

THE
Prof.

secure for 3 Month*,
on trial,

ALLIANCE

DAVID SWING,

!

—

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER DIRECTORY

- 1BTO
iBTe

cent*. Free by mall. Contains the
names and circulations of all newspapers,and a Gazetteer of tho towns in which they are published.

Address

FALLING' SICKNESS

a life long study. I warrant my remedy to cure the
worst cases. Because other*have failed is no reasonfor
not now rureivmg a cure trum me. Vend to me at once
fora Trent Inc and a Km* linlllrof my infallible
remedy. Give expressmid postoffice.It costs you noth*
lug lor a trial, mul 1 will cure you. Addroaa
DR. H. G. ROOT. 1 H3 Pearl BL. New York.

CJEO. P. HOWELL Si CO..
10 bpnico Htrret. New Verb*

‘VIBRATOR’
Jf|.

March SI.

Dollars.

lowest-priced
" Dallv" ever published. A 24-column morning paper,
full telegraphic news, correct market reports,newsy,
snicy and respectable. Every day In the year (except
Sundays).For 1 year, $2; 22 weeks, $1 ; 10 week*, 60c—
postage prepaid. Rend your subscriptions. Samples
tree. Addreu “DAILY TELEGRAPH,’’ Chicago, 111.

CENTS

H

117*.

NAV!
THE ORIGINAL ft ONLY GENUINE
“Vibrator” Thresher®,

Ckiif
Awarded highest prist at CentennialExpositionfor
/hit chnting qualities and exrrUtnOt a*d lasting character of svteteiing a-’ 'l flavoring.T!\o be«t tobacco
ever made. A* our blue strip tredo-miirk is closely
Imitatedon Inferior goods, rec that J triton's IUM is
on every pin- Sold ly r'.l deal”-. Rend for sample,
free,to r. A. .Dcre"-/
IVrersbnrg, Va.

WITH JJfniOVED

MOUNTED HORSE POWER*
Aud Hteam Threaher Engl nee,’

/•

Editor.

SOAP.
SPL.KNPID PREMIUMS. BABBITT’S TOILETUnrivallsd
for the
TolUlanil
Bath.
Address THE ALLIANCE CO.,
No artificialand

Hado

onljr

by

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

tlir

35 Clark

d«ceptl»* odor, to
eovtr common and
dsletarlou.la|rsdl«nU. Afteryean of

Street, Chicago, 111.
and Store. Wire Window
Guards. No. 10 Wlre.M Iron
Frames, any size. $1.35 a

re yard. Green Wire
Cloth Window Screens and
son a

SCHOOL

Doom, In Walnut Frames,
cents a square foot.

•rWntlfic «i|>friin«nl

ojiT

Wire Worker*.

FINEST TOILET «OAP

public The
Otlr
Iks punU
Ijttss
I'urrutfffiahU
te/HaHttill uiid
ktt4

BT

In

the Worl*.

i*
Us msut/aelan.
•• ill
msutfattun.

SampU box, ronuinu g

3 rake, of ( cas. each, xiit fre
iru* «a rriHpi.of15 irnti. Addtr*.

CHICAGO.

[Established 1834.]
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26

EVANS & CO.,

mm

Ihe manufacturer of
A. T. Btblou-i
Beap hu perfected
and nnwoffrntoibs

B-

to

uy

ad-

+tf

SOUTHWESTERN MINNESOTA

eAXiia

AT LOW PRICES, WITH EAST TERMS

RATES OF INTEREST.

Bend for Minnesota Homestead, which gires fall |n.
formation,or for prices of particularlands apply per*
aonaily or by letter to *’ Land Department ”

in the

World.

United

only Vastly Baperlor for

THE

to

UARVELOUS
for Simplicity ef Pkm*
i nelng less then enr-halfth. u*u*l Belle sad kteets
!

»

MakM

RESkT

—

flnp 1878.
Dll «S.r4£
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Flip THE __________ _
quirer, and, pointing to one of the aris- (rivingrelief and health to the child, gi
Million acres’of land awaitingsettlement.
the mother. It ii an oldand well-trie<
ed remedy.
tocratic streetsin May Fair, where wealth
Free Homes, Free Schools. Free Lands.
and luxary had the windows tightly After yon have read all of the impor- pamphletof Eighty Pages with a fine
illnn will tie
t>e sent, post-paid,
to KVEItY APPLI..... ......
ist light
closed and curtained,
lest the least
. ronmrv.
try. the
tl
world
tant nows in this paper read the advertise- CANT everywhere, to every
JOHN
HON
Apply
JOH W. . BOM>,
and warmth should go oat, or the small ments, and tho “ Don't Foaorr It" advertiseal'Mtnle Coun!
Courda
uigra
8ec’y afBtnle
of Iiiiiuigrniinn.
meatin particular.
c stair of cold winter come in— where
St. i’nul, Mluut'Mla.
_

1871

. to
~

4

c*

Scetterinfe.
.

else,

kUButed Horse rowersto ualch.

Unrivaled Steam Thresher Eay UR
sines, with Valuable Improvementsand DleUecttreA

make

restores, tor beyond aay other

fir kind.

nsmsm JMesSte-Bssw
lacempenUt
etc.,

our

*

ViaaiToa"Thresher Outfitsare

F2^f2^2&dSto,.*1KJ?2l!S5

SANDAL-WOOD.
Apodttve remedy

STAND-EY.
liiifiralioo in

bo LllUrlncs

FOUR Slxee of Sepamtore Made rnnrf Ing from his to Twelve Mores
and two
tw, styteam
•ttd

MEXICAN

for

all ftwimof the

Bladder and Urinary

(00D OLD

fir.,

Imensc

Wheur,

Gets. Barley, Rye, and like Urelue, Inn lie- »m.v UmreeeefulThreeber In FUx, Timothy, Millet,Clover, ear
Seeds, Krqnlrr* no " atiscbment* " or " rebetldla**'
change from Grain te Heeds.

PAUL & SIOUX CITY RAILROAD,
St. Paul, Alina.

try in the

0T

AND AT LOW

of road.

vuuui

tbvse Improved Wsrtilma

Sro.-

-

ST.

HAVKD by

andalleurli time-wasting and crsin-wastln? ssmjin
rations. Perfrrtlyadapted to all Kinds and ('oreffUMMW
Grain, Wat fir Dry, Long or Hhoit, Heeded or Hound.

—

NORTHWESTERN IOWA,

OF PAYMENT,

fi

N

AND

dfoxi.

2 to

the Ikxlra Grain

'

SITUATED IX

These lands are very productive,easy of cultivation,
and convenient to markets.Alternatesectionsmostly
occupiedby Actual as
settlers. Climatepi sasant and
healtbr. Flourishing.Blague, with
Churches
_ ____ and
____
Hchoou at convenleht dlaUnoeaalong the whole line

GreatestMilling Coun
The best Water Power A A

tUo other maclilurs,wli.u once poateiteu llte tUff.r

T

Prices Reasonable. Terms Kasy.^Cl

SrSpSSr

baring, «u. I »|..n«)-tUvln*Tbrvalivra of lids itey aed
aim. ration. K*".,m,lall Rivalry tor Rapid Wink, ticket Qsaulng,and tor t»vlng Grain from Wastage.

HE
ENTIRE
ThreshingExpewecr
land nitvn
Timm that aHiomiti can t* mwte

NEW YORK.

dred and Five Fl.OUItINtiMILL*. FifteenbunofHtoue. The
dled and elevenRun

Mfifrlilrne (irnln-Hnylng,Time*

I

1,300,000 Acres

m.

MlGSOta’S

THE

MU8TM6

LINIMENT.
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RLMMy*.

Abo, good he

Dropsical Complaints. Ilaww prodoc nilchsrev
b certain aud speedy la lUaetfeu. Itlafaatsupereedtag;
sll other

nmedier.

Sixty

eepenlescore In sis erehfhp

day*. So other medicine oen do

Beware

!

ea*

888 pages. Price 60

sny cure, I do not mean merely to stop them
for u time auci thon have lliein return SKoln ; 1 mean a
radical cure. 1 am a regularphysician, and havo made
the disease of
I

Revolution In Prlrca. The

_

!

i

' i
APRIL EDITION NOW READY.

N. Kain St..

LOUIS, MO.

ST.

A LL interestedin preventing a diteaae which Is a
enree to mankind addreu Gen
erard Chemical Com-

pany, Brooklyn, N.

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING CO

ngton, N. J.

XV

Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodicor Fever

Mothers ! Mothers

tut

full
u s uss
directions
««v »um for using.
ipa •
will be sent free to any
a

Vow
IHOMKM. 1 *4 (WtlsndtSt.. No

I»HC A If ii.

1

•re the beat ever offered tor tho money.
la mailed one year
to every purchaser. Three
Sample conies of the Paper for 10 cents. Address
Chicago, 111.

UNHAM
PIANOS.

The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company.
New York, Boston and Chicago.

Undispnifd in tlie

warranted perfectin every particular,

and. in addlilon, receive a

Economy of

Unexcelled in

small sum of

m

CHEW

I

Unparalleled in Simplicity.

CUT THIS OUT.

and Aon* Tonic.— This invaluable and standard familr medicine is now a householdword
and maintains its reputation unimpaired. It
is indorsed by the medical profession.«nd prescribeddhily in hospital service. Why? Because, after years of tn&l in the worst malarial
dintriots of the United States, it has proved itself a positive antidptofor all diseasescaused
by ms
nalarial poisoning of the blood, Whkelock Finlat & Co., Proprietors,-New Orleans.
Fob sale by all Druggists.

---

II

Cataloguesmailed. HORACE WATERS A
Manufacturers and Dealers,40 East Fourteen
Now York. Also. Gennnil AgenU fur B110NIR4
Celebrated PREMIUM ORGANS.
ted

Unrivalled in Appearance.

Does your Heart ever seem to stop

,

Am

TOBIAS-

113 Randolph Street,

_

U6N

nesses before

after

the Country,”

Suffering with rheumatism,applied to a Chicago druggistfor Dn. Herndon'sGypsy’s Gut,
but tho druggist,wishing to clear out some of
his dead stock, prevailed on him to take “something just as good," but it proved good for
nothing. Don't Ui 'em serve you so.

be during the next 4 weeks. PrincipalOMeew
Broadway, IV. Y. Book, with photographic
and after cure, mailed for 10 cents.

he will

other,

Picture.

' -

Home, Sweet Home.”
On one oocaeion Howard Paine, the
genial-hearted, kind little man who wrote
the immortal song of “Home, Sweet
Home,” was walking with me in the
great city of London, says the London
correspondent
of
__ ___
— the Cind
Jincinnati En-

worth

free. J.

Catalogue

$3 advertisement

beating and yon feel an almost deathlikesensation ? Do yon ever have sudden pains in the
Exit the 20-Cent Piece.
rei
•egiou of your Heart, or does
your Heart ever
The House of Representatives has palpitate? that is, does it double its pulsations?
If you fiavo any of these BjTnptoms we should But always weigh on onr Five-Ton Wagon Scale, which
voted to repeal the act authorizing the
pronounce it unmistakably Heart Disease.Do
coinage of the 20-cent piece. The act not neglect it; it is but a forerunnerof worse that we deliver, freight paid, for g50. All Iron and steel;
providing for this coin was approved on will follow. Among the many forms of Heart brass t>eam. No pay till tested. Freo Lithograph and
the 3d of March, 1875. It had been rec- Disease are Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms Price List.
ommended by the Director of the Mint of the Heart, Stoppage of the action of the
JONES OF BINGHAMTON. Binghamton. N. V.
Heart, Trembling all over and about the Heart,
in his report for the year ending June Ossification pr Bony Formation of tho Heart.
30, 1874.
Rheumatism, General Debility and Sinking of
It was urged in favor of the issue of the Bpirits.To cure this dangerous disease we
this coin that it would be a step in the offer you Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR, a
preparation indorsed by thousandswho have
directionof unifying the silver coinage tried and testifyto its cures. Bend your name to
of the United States and the Latin Union, F. E. Inqallh,Concord, N. H., for a pamphlet
the subsidiary20-cent piece being sub- containinga list of testimonials of enree, etc.
Dunham £ Sons, Manufacturers,
For sale by druggistsat 50 cents aud $1 per
stantially identicalin weight and fineWnrrroomm 18 Eiwt 14ib Bt„
ness with the franc piece of the French bottle. .

coinage; but in practice tho inconveniences of this coin have been found almost intolerable. The diff erence in size
between the 20-cent piece and the quarter dollar is so slight as to be almost imperceptible in ordinary exchanges, and
the custom of the people to reckon in
halves, quarters, etc., instead of by a
purely decimal system, was too firmly
rooted to be easily changed. 'The coinage of the 20-oent piece np to June 30,
1877, amounted to $270,858.— Washington Cor. New York Tribune.

$IOlo$25—

BARNES AGO.

The advertiser,having beea |H'nuanentlycared ef
that dread diseaae, Consumption, by a simple muody, is
anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the moans
of cure. To all who desire it, he will send a opy of the

If You Have Never
who ran up one of the ascending lines
by which the web was secured. The Used Dooley’s Yeast Powdeu. get a
big insect gained rapidly upon its de- the next time you buy baking powder

- ' ‘

cate

HAY N(!l{ U made*
AgenU lull log our Chrome*
Crayons,Flctureand Ohiomo Cards,
A

Binding.
at tight /

SELLS

TO CONSUMPTIVE*.

A few months, or oven weeks, since, her paltive wood-cut from an original sketch
lid countenance was the very type of ruddy
drawn on the spot by Signor Beccari, of health— the delight of the school and the pride
a bird which is not only an expert archi- of tho household.She was always welcome
tect, building a nest like the bower bird wherever duty or pleasure led her. Diligent,
of Australia, but also a gardener, laying punctual and exemplary in the class-room, obedient And loving at home, she won the heaits
out a garden in front of it. The bird is of all. But alas ! those glowing cheeks and lips
a native of New Guinea, and makes the are now blanched by consumption.The voice
nest of the stems of an orchid. In once so enchanting in laugh und song is feeble,
front of the nest a dressed lawn of moss husky and broken by a hollow cough. Let u<
approach her couch and gently take her bloodis formed, on which the attentive husless hand in our own. Do not shudder because
band places day by day, for the delecta- of its feeble,passionless grasp. The hand once
tion of his mate, flowers and fruits of so warm and plump shows its Ixmy outlines,
while tho cords and tortuousveins are plainly
bright colors and pleasing flavor.
mapped upon its surface. The pulse that
At a recent meeting of the North bounded with repletion, impartingbeauty,
Wales branch of the British Medical vivacity, health and strength to the system,is
Association there was
discussion delicateto the touch. The enervated heart
which showed much divergence of med- feebly propels tho thm, scanty blood. Must we
lose her while yet so young and so fair ? No.
ical opinion as to the use of stimulants.
There is rehef. But something more is reIn the treatment of pneumonia, Dr.- quired than the observance of hygienicrules,
Byton Jones said he had used stimu- for enfeeblednature calls for aid aud she must
lants with success. Dr. Tumerwell re- have it. Administer this pleasant medicine.
is invigorating. It allays tho irritablecough,
membered a case in which a complete It
improves the appetite and digestion, and sends
cure had been effectedin forty-eight a healthy tingle through her whole beiug. The
hours without the use of stimulants. blood is enriched, nerveua power increased,
Mr. Roberts added that ha never used and the heart bounds with a new impulse. Her
stimulants,and, in his varied and ex- face brightens—tho blood is roturuing,her
voice is clearer, aud her requestsare no longer
tensive practice, he had rarely lost a delivered in that peevish, fretful tone so deadcase. Mr. Jones, of Dolgelly, on the ening to sympathy. Her step is still faltering,
other hand, said he always used stimu- but strength is rapidly returning. Lot us take
lants, and had scarcely lost a case for her out in the warm, life-giving sunshine.In a
few weeks she will go without our aid, and be able
twenty- one years.
to join her companions in their pleasant pasDr. J. Lawrence Hamilton writes to times and feel her whole being •• wanned aud
the London Times that he saw a boy expanded into perfect life.” The change is so
remove a small spider and place it in the great that we think she U sweeterand nobler
than ever before. And tiie medicine which has
center of a big spider's web which was wrought this transformationwe look upon as a
hung among foliage, and distant some blessing to humanity, for there are other loved
four feet from the ground. The larger ones to be rescut-d from tho grasp of the insidanimal soon rushed from its hiding ious destroyer. Dr. Pierce a Golden Medical
Discovery has raised her. It will raise others.
place under a leaf to attack the intruder,

“
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g mouth. Small

Jamlahed. Addrwa,
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Manager, JaMsvtll*, Wig,
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E. I\(l K A IIA.M ASuperiorin design. Not equaled
in quality,ar aa Uinekeeperu.
Ask your Jeweler for teem.
Agency— H Cortlandtfit., N. Y.

BARNES’ POPULAR HISTORY
OF THE U. 8.
The chtaput and ixctt\
In Elegant Cloth
Beautiful Pictorialv vp
J Hilary in the market.

**G * *r*rLa ardeto)ut
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SELL.

Daughter." See Adv’t.

Threb Dollars.—Head

a

V

imp

34 & 30 Madison St. Chicago.
“ A Farmer’s Sou or

fim.

INK*

Abbott, the well-known singer, prescriptionused (free Of charge), with the directions
has declared in favor of cremation. for preparingand using the ssrae. which they will find a
Cure for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis,
She has always had a horror of the burk
Ac.
Parties wishing the prescription
will pies so address
grave, but a cremation is clean and nice.
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON.
She gave Dr. LeMoyne an order to burn
194 Penn Street, WUllamsburgh,
N. Y.
her after death, but her friends object,
The Cl rent rat Discoveryof the Age Is Dr.
and perhaps her wishes may not be car- Tobias’ celebratedVenetian Liniment ! 30 years before

mirror. The

Gardener

Twenty-five

Don’t Forget It— That you ought

WANTED
sated, mmttm ntu
tauUcaglUL

____

cent*’ worth of Sheridan’sCavalry Condition
Powders, fed out sparinglyto a coop of fifteen
hens, will increase the product of eggs more
than one dollar in value in thirty days.

height of the tree equals your height
One of the recent wise sayings of the
multiplied by the distance of the tree lately deceased Bishop of Litchfield was
from the mirror, divided by your dis- that “Nothing is more out of place than
tance from the mirror.
ostentation, pemp and ceremony at the
Under the title of “The Gardener burial of the dead.”
Bird,” the

jglCBSgggSi
MS

One

John

to hunt for the mate of the monster.

:

$!«

"

Worth

forcibly into the ear.
Distressing.
Powerful reflex action is produced, durMr. John Pore, of Lumpkin county,
ing which the foreign substance is ex- Ga., had two little children, aged repelled.
spectively 3 and 6. They were engaged
It has been said that a diamond might in their customary play a few days ago,
be laid on an anvil and struck with a while the mother was at the well. The
hammer, and, instead of breaking, it oldest child, for what reason it will nevwould be driven into the solid body be- er be known, picked up a sharp hatchet
neath it This is not true, for the and struck the baby in the side, leaving
jewel is very easily broken, and the the ax sticking in the wound. The
thin layers of which it is composed con child seeing what he had done ran and
be divided with a penknife.
told his mother, who was drawing up a
A petrified crocodile, forty- six feet bucket of water at the time. This so
in length, has been exhumed near Como frightenedher that she let go the windstation, on the Union Pacific railroad, lass, and the revolving crank struck the
and shipped to Yale College. The dis- boy on the head and literally knocked
coverers, M. Carlin, the station agent, his brains out, killing him instantly.
and Reed, a section boss, get $2,200 for When the horror-strickenmother got to
their find, and a monthly salary of $130 her baby it was also dead.

flected in the center of the

I

$7-;

”

mends blowing

followingsuggestionwill enable
one to measure the height of a tree or
other standing object near enough for
practical purposes: Place a small mirror
in a level position on the ground at a
little distance from the tree. Then step
backward until the top of the tree is re-

$3300U«^i^

~

throat, an English naval surgeon recom-

The
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coring to
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causing piles, Ac.

FOR MAN And beast.

DUNDAH DICK
rules,containing Oil

Established 35 Ykabs. AJwayu enree. Always
ready. Always handy. Has never yet failed.Thlrtf
millionshats tested it. The whole world Approves
the glorious old Rnstang—the Beet and Cheapest
liniment in existence. 25 cents a bottle. Th*
Mustangliniment curve when nothing else will

BOLD BY ALL MEDICINE

_

dk CO.»8 ««e*fa*

of

BmMLWood,mU.*U

of l

oeiRT

Stores.Ask for circular, or ssmdforoneto35
Woosterstreet,IT** Tsrk
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RADEKE & SON,

most Important month of the

year to the apiarian— as during that

is

allowed. Or

month

artificial swarms are

if

—
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This year the Chimney Corner seem to he better

And

than ever. Its serlsl stories nre of the most
the finest sur- absorbing and hlvoly character, of great power,
plus honey is secured during the last two true to life audfull of merit, taking a wide range
or subjectsto please every member of a houseweeks of May and first two of June. I noid-the domestic story for the mother, the
love-tale for the daughters,the more
now, at the risk of being tedious to old bee- charming
nramailc f.ir the young men, the solid novel for
keepers, will give my manner of dealing older readers, and then we have stirringadventure

found

causing swarms to
do

custom arose from

somethingin

a natural desiie to

a position where there

...

----

mini;

ventures.Essavs, Fun, Travels,Natural History,

heavy with eggs, and

bees with honey, they will usually settle

should fly very high and seem disposedto

and

among them

fine gravel

and genthem to settle. As soon ns
have settled, no time should be lost

they

in getting

them into the hive they are

to

much more gentle when
full of honey, as they always are when

stay in; they are

they leave the parent hive, than after they

do

have digested it, which they
hour or two.

FRANK LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL,

will confuse them,

erally cause

The

in nn

16

FRANK

LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY

has
mane rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
wish to put the swarm should be put un- to public. favor. Its contributors are some of the
der the tree on which the bees have settled best living writers. Every depurtmem of literature is represen latcd. In its columns. The amount
with a white cloth spread under it. If
instrucMon,entertainmentand amusement afforded by the articles, essavs. stories, and general
the swarm is low down on a small branch, miscellanycontained iu the 1*8 quarto paces of
cut the branch off with a knife or pair of each number of this publication has been well appreciated.Every copy of the 4,Popu ar Monthly"
pruning shears, and. holding it close in is embellishedwith over 100 beautifulillustrations.
Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in existfront of the hive, shake the bees off so
ence. and at the same time one of the most
that they will fall
the cloth, and in a and universally we come, it must continueto in- !

on

few minutes they will all go in. Rut

A

the

swarm

clustershigh up

on too large a

in

the tree, or

»

Vanch to cut off without
much, hold a box or

m

~jl

11

T. H.

And we are confident wc can
want

DRBSKMAKING
And

T

kinds of sewing done to order.

satisfy all

whe

to,

IIotXAND,Mich.. Feb.

WE HAVE

A

IDIR/y

Samuel

L.

Tnte,

)

rs.
and

Comjitainant,

SPECIALITY.

BAUDEIt, Fl-m,,,, Mich.

Inquire at this Office.

Chancery Sale.

and run drying of i umbel
\\E All ALL MAKE A

AND

FEBRE.

18T8.

7,

51"lf

STEAM

lECELHSr

DOORS, SASH

LE

No. 84 Ninth street.
52~3m<

LAND WANTED.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

HOWARD.

to.

EM ItS VERY MODERATE:.

.......

te.

all

HENRIETTA

Planing, Matching,

A RELIABLE

AP"Lr

CLOETINGH.

^FHCEisrrx

Of the Most Approved Patterns;

A

Wanted.

’

A.
1875.

Cittiii anil Fitting PromptiiAttended

0

M. D.

SCOTT,

’77.

Mtt_
Muskegon,Sept,

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block 0, West Addition SITS
each: Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6. Block 11. South West
Addition SUft each. Lois 1, i, 3. t, 5 & 6 in Block
as organized plat near the A. L. 8. depot at
fioch, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $3<xi each.
Also « lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above wW be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots 9, io. II, 1*J. is, and 14, in Block
E, Lota 2, 4, 5 and > in Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

Apply

approval.

„

LYON.

FOR SALE.
THE following described Lots in the City of
, Ho 'and, I will sell at the following prices.

the

scription, $8, post paid, per year. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie. 53i Pearl Street,New York.

jarring the bees too

-

Planing MiU.

Business Man to get up a party
i\. to go to \ irginiaand settleon a large tract
of land owned by the advertiser,and to he divided
up Into villagelots with firms adjoining.These
select
. .....
lots and farms are divided into Shares Allow rate*.
so
so that
that working
working men.
men. mechanics
mechanics, Incipient
Incipient mannmaimfayor’an,d r,ft.nkuwi,h
I factures, &c.,can easily buy them. Also parties
u- ^“"'‘Z'HO-Ihehighest among all our to sell shares. It pavs better than any oilier accncv

M

if

„

*

TRANSIENT.

#

BOOKBINDING!

_

on

5-tf

nual subscription, $41 postpaid.

hive into which you

Office

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

pages, Issued weekly, contains excellent Picturcf
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Ladies and Children’s Ware; usefu. information
on Family Topics; Hfcleet Stories ; Beautiful Illustrationsof home and Foreign Subjects;Poctiy;
FashionableIntelligence:Personal Chit Chat;
Amusing Cartoonson the Follies and Folb’esof
t he Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Leslie'$
La /y * Journal is the most beautiful of all the
ladies papers. It should be found on the table of
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy; an-

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

Is newly fitted np and fnrnlehed, and its location,
The undersigned deslreato announce to the Is the most convenientto both the railroaddepots.
public in general, that he Is now the sole proprie- It is now ready to receive goests, both
tor of ibis well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give hla peisonal attention
to the managementof the house and the wants
We solicit a share of the public patronage, *nd
of hla guests The house has been refitted and rewill endeavor to treat our guests lu such a manne
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda- as to merit their
>
tions
------ to the travelingpnbllc.
|Miu4ic. iv
It v-wiuui
contains
iip ioi/
ISO Handhandff\ J,
lions room*,
roon- Arty
----of which
‘
some and commodious
con
Holland, Oct. 25,
87-tf Proprietor.
be had with boartlat $2.(0 per day, and theremairder at the usual price, Having conductedthe
hotel business In Grand Rapids for the past sixteen years, and thabkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
1 he rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not exce led by
The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
any public house in the Stale, the tables are sup- and residents of Hollandand vicinitythat being at
plied with all the markets afford, and carefulatten- present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangetion is given by ail employees.
ments with Mr. D. R. Meenns, at Holland, at whoseHoning to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the store on Rivei street, all jo]) work for binding cun
traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated l»e left . I have purchasedif new and completeline
by the proprietor.
of tools and stock and wfluurnlshfirst-class work.

WASHINGTON STREET.

The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations,primed on line paper Is
published every Monday, price only 10 cents; annual subscription, $4, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie's Publishing House, 537
Pearl Street, New York.

on some low tree near the hive. If they
leave, throwing sand

Warehouse &

Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
away to its subscribers,

the

Lager Beer.

Fair dealing can always be
- relied upon.

was a feeling of perfect helplessness.The Legends,Anecdotes.Science, etc , make this pubbest plan is to let the swarm alone, and as licationone of the most entertaining in existence.
the queen is

—

ALSO

tf a new House, added to the old Rev.
Smith’sresidence, on the corner of

A

STEADY

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated
•

All-

THIS

Proprietor,

•’

her ton. Howard. Robinson, Do Forrest.
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost. Annie Thomas. Etta W.
Pierce, and other eminent writters.are Its regular
cantributors.The subjectstr-ated of are verv

and I suppose

settle;

—

Hah

that beating pans, etc., had any eflect in

the

kinds of

all

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

the boys and talry-talesfor the children.

for

I have never

LYON, - - -

Special Annonncement.

month. And

with natural swarms.

GRAND RAPIDS, HIGH.
T, 11,

Thl* beautiful periodical,the beat American Pamly Journal, Storv Paper and Home Prlend.-haa
been the succeMfnPHTal of all the weekly Jaurnala
for the Past thirteen years. It gained a place In
the minda and hearts of our people, and now the
name of its patrons is Legion.

made, the most successfulare those made
during that

SWEET’S HOTEL SCOTT’S HOTEL.

Wholesale Dealers

PRANK LESL E’8 CHIMNEY CORNER.-

the best swarms aie cast, if natural swarming

—

-o

|

j.

Cornolls Verduin

j

Jauua Verduin,

BLINDS,

Defendant*.

P,1" Pn?»ance and by virtue of a decree of the
Or anything in our line, manufactured on short Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chan
uotiae.
n the above entitledcause on the

^7;

I

FRANK

LESLIE’S SUNDAY MAGAZINE is
basket close under the cluster, and jar a beautiful work. It will Interest educated and
cultivatedminds as well as the most ordinary
the bees into it by striking very sharply reader. It is the only Sunday magazine published

W. VERBEEK &

H.

|

h«r.hv ihv ,dayfK0f,JanU7y' A’ D' 18‘8- Notice is
hereby given, that on the eleventh day of

Co.'

June

!

next, 1878,

at

one o'clock in the aftei-

i

on the bough

swarm. Carry

‘O'1* country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
them quickly to the hive and pour them rangingfrom the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
in front of it. As soon as the bees are in
stirring Tales,general Topics and Essays, Poetry.
aH c’ „nn’ ScI«nce,History,etc., in great va
the hive, it should be carried to its perr ety. Each copy of this Magazinehas loO exquimanent stand; for if this is put off until site engravings of the most interesting character
evening, as is often done, the bees will It has reacheda circulation and prosperity such as
make it one of the marvels of periodical literature.
mark their location when going out to It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy It and see for
yourselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and
work, and many will be lost when the Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Address orders
hive is moved. Be carelul to shade a
Frank Leslie’s
Publishing iiouse,
House,
a Auuiiamag
i hh
hive in which a swarm has been pul.
537 Pear) Street, New York.
Many swarms leave every season, and are

near the

H<Tvrl;raMhan?nnt doorIof the (’ourt House, in the
Ii
ik'1 Have2,’in Kaid County of Ottawa.
the subserlbcr,a Circuit Pourt Commissioner in

,u

Blacksmithshop of

the hlahn
W.il1 Pel1 nt pnblic action, to
leriKh
l!der’ lhe m"rtR*K®d premises, described in said decree «s follows,to-wlt:All that
certain piece or parcel of land situate iq the
Comity of Ottawa and State of Michigan viz:

W

i

•to

D. Tan Bruggen,
^nhfljea^

j

from their hives being

so hot that

srsg:°

they

them. If a long rainy s|>ell
sets in the day after a swarm Is hived, the
bees should be fed, or much time will be
lost before getting their combs started.—
can’t stay in

Under

this

head we

Phoenix Planing Mm.
I would respectfully invite the attention of the
public to the fact that lam prepared to do all
kinds of blacksmithwork, ntich as wagons, bui'Kles. Hielghn, machine repairing, and all kinds of
udd jobs, at reasonablerates, and solicit their
patronage.

Johnston's

Saiapmlk
la

offer a variety of

the

acknowledged
to be the best and mosi
K?wle,,KPd 10
^
“n't most
reliablepreparation now prepared for

'LIVER

goods cheaper and better than ever was

[Mary'and Letter to Exchaige.

And

There

are very

many ways

Attention.

COMPLAINT

“

to increase

“

Boys and

D.

Purifying the Blood.
Holland, March

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

children’s suite, all wool $4 to
large stock of Overall’s and

ning out the fruit at certain stages of its Jackets, at the

growth. Thinning out apples especially in
a large orchard, io make them grow to a

W.

Harrington

E. J.

count of the tendency of the apple to

We
a

Preparedonly by

Cheap Cach Store of

larger size, is hut rarely resorted to on ac-

JOHNSTON £

Gats’

Fiislii

have just received from

splendidstock of the

New

York,

is

far less

All kinds of Ready

than

Made

fat
Shirts— in-

cluding Fine White Shirts, from &5C to
with apples, and the price per basket or
bushel is considerablyhigher. To enable $1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel, Flickory and

SHAFTING,
Haling fa

for sale at a bargain, at llie

Carpets, Curtains,

Ul! nn? ri‘PalrinKEngines. Boilers,
potting in Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-building
for steam, i as and water, we will try and give sat
isfaction to all that give ns a call.

number of

Sultan Linen Collar

during a season, in

Cheap Cash

after the

blossoms have dropped, go over the trees
and sort out a few of the poorest specimens,

and carefully remove them from the
having

a care not to disturb those

more

later go
remove a few

ful

of the inferior ones in the

of time give the orchard a

visit for the

third

same purpose, which general-

ly constitutes the last thinning out.

Some

pear growers merely go over the orchard

,

n ,
plated,Holland

rpHE

perfect all, only to fail in doing so, and to

it

JOHN VAN LANDEGEND.
WILLIAM C. MKLIS.
day of April, A. D. 187&

this I8ih

l

seven acres of land, Itnore or less) with Im-

M Dr

,C

'he,ia,h
or Black Lake, and In the extreme south-west

like something

is

amply

“

repaid,

GROCERIES. 1878.

Maine. .

aTH£

use, for milk and butter, are grade Jerseys.

Cows of this kind that will make 800
pounds

of

Millinery

beat.

New

Orleans, Sugar .................

who
wuu make
iiiukc a

...........

business of breeding them, and they coat
but one third or one-half as
Jerseys. -4/wr/wrt

much

as prize

Agriculturist.

|

(

*

Try

|

Fancy Dry Goods,

And

it.

»

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
Standard Trimming*, Worsted Goods'; Rata, Feathers, Flower*,
Ribbons, Lace Collar*, Silk* and Shawl*.
•

A Handsome

lot of

New

Style Ties, also a large

Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
including Corn

selection of

and Tomatoes, eic.,

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely

Hay, Corn, Oata, Butter and Eggs, will

.

SUMMER. 1878

8c.

Extra 0 ............................. 9c.
A .................... Y...
..10c.

Fine Building Site For Sale. be

the choicest butter in a year,

can uv
vnu
be procured
piucuiuu from
iiuiii purlins
parties

SPRING AND

A complete stock of Groceries constant

We

industrious.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
everywhere to wont for us. Now is the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. AddressTrue A Co.
Augusta,
’

farm

IhemWELmCO.,

on hand. Our stock of sugars cannot be

pound that cannot be surpassed.
Best Cows for milk aod butter.— There
for

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impc
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity.Imped
ments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epl
epsy and Kits Induced by self-indulgence or sexiu
extravagance,
Ac.

„ ..

Granulated ...........

1

questionthat the best cows

ntllfi....

\

M?ny •in8K^!t),_U
,,,<l
For further Information
inqnlreat
have a fine lot of coffees and
as we well know from several years’ ex_______ Imo!
_ This Office
or of
JOHN
W. HOPKINS.
perience.—[D. Z. Evant, Jr., in Ohio for0-tf
..a Grand Haven, Mich. spices, and we have among our large var
mer.
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per

is no

restored

radical cure (without nun
icine) of Spermatorrhea or Hemini

Holland.

SBEJ

quite formidable, but

m

jUTon the

„

Morrt8’ Place, on
cayP0*’ can now be pur
impair its vigor for next year’s fruitage.
,or cash. There Is considerable
The mere idea of thinning(pit the fruit In trim on the place, such as strawberries, currants

market orchard seems

lost,

Just nuhHBht.fl nmtu

7-0w

of

Cheap for Cash!

this is far better than leaving the tree

to struggle with its load of fruit, trying to

a

THE-

-

in*

B0T10M PRICES

Harrington.

once, during June, and thin out the fruit,

and

-

1877.

TUG FOR SALE.

same care-

manner, and again in about the same

length

-I2ST

Dissolution Notice.

tree,

remain-

ing. In from two to four weeks
over the orchard again and

sow
-

all kinds of

17,

The undersigned announces to the Public that
E&- Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssav
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds clearlydemonstrates,from a thirti years’ succcsV
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming conscqnences a
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactiontr- self- abase may be radicallycured withoutthe dan
at H. MEYER & CO.
Store
ail those who wish to favor them with part oftheli porous use of internal medicineor the applicatio
trade.
of the knife, pointingppt a mode of cure at om(J| n n n !• not easily earned in these times, but
I / tt can be made in three months by any
E. J.
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Havetkate & simple, certain and effectual, by means of whlcl
every sufferer, no matter what his condition mu
111 I I I onc of e,ther *cx' ,n HI,y P“rt of the
Son’s Hardware Store.
v 1
country who is willing to work steadily
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and tatti
W.
BTTKAU,
tally.
at the employment that we furnish. $66 per week
J. VAN ZQEREN.
in your own town. Yon need not he away from
fST This Lecture should be in the bands o
Holland. July 14, 1076.
home over night. Toucan give your whole time
every youth and every man in the land.
"M OTICE is hereby given that the oo-partnerehip
to the work, or only yonr spare moments. We
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any ad
, lBtJelX,.?.?l8llnftbetween John Van Lande- have agent? who are making over $i0 per day.
gend and V\ illiatn C. Meiis under the firm name of
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or twi
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
Van Landegend A Meiis was dissolvedon the
post stamps.
eighteenthday of April, A. D. 1878, by mutual the present time money cannot be made so easily
Address the Publishers,
»nd rapidly at any othor business. It costs noth
consent. All debt owing to the said co-partner- in
TAM authorizedto *ell the Steam Tug “Gem’
ig to try ihe business. Term and $5 ontfltfree,
ship are to be receivedby the said John Van
A
A ddress at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland, JL on favorable terms. Inquire of
Landegend.and all demands on the said co-piart- Maine
MANLY D HOWARD.
. J»-ly
ncrshlp are to be presented to him, the said J<ohn
Holland.Mich
41 Am St., N«v York; Post OfficeBox. 45$|.
V an Landegend,for payment.

or three times numerous to mention, at the
all to about one-half

or more of the numbers of pears first set

CLARK A GUODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May

Just received and sold at

two

on the trees. About two weeks

HARRINGTON.

with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too

pears), ihe pears should he

thinned out about

E. J.

FURNITURE ERST WARD.

quantity (though we believe that nearly
judicious thinning out, but in a fewer

Arbors, Shafting.

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen vears of exper

MEAT MARKET

WAIL PAPER

make Cheviots Shirts, elc., etc., also the finest and
and quality rank ahead of mere lot of neckties and collars, includingthe

the same weight of fruit is obtained by

Work Sai

ETC.,

IPULLEYS, ETO,

Cheap Cash Store of

pears to grow to a larger size, and to
size

Portalls Engines

Settingup New Machinery,

Large stock of

different with pears, for the

800DBICK, Proprirtow.

Sold by all Druggists.

produced by thinning the fruit. The case,
amount produced annually is

It

iiinuiiimj ui

Xatey, Statiowrj aid

latest styles of

obtained for slightlylarger specimens
however,

0Ua,r"

Havlugrented the machine shop and power, owner
oy Wm. II. Denting, of this place, we are
preparedto repair all kinds of

and CAPS.

HATS AND CAPS,

CO.

161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

the consequently small increase in price

CLARK

-tf

Chemists& Druggists,

so nearly perfection under the best

system of pruning and cultivation, and

il'i/

VAN BRUGGEN.

1878.

14,

HATS

Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies.

varielies best suited to your soil and cli-

mate; cultivating thoroughly, and thin-

ln

Samuel L. Tate, Complainantin Person. ll-7w

This preparationIs compoundedwith
great care, from the best selected

(fine dress) $10.00 to $26.00.

$10. Also a

„ AKEND VI89CHER,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Gents’ suits (common wear) $3.75 to $10.00.

the size of fruit, such as planting those

come

for

^

Horseshoeing I give Special

DYSPEPSIA,

ottered before in this city.

Thinning out Fruit.

V'lr0

i
|

1

of Ou.»C ?
West of the north-ea«t corner
or the west half, of the north-east quarter, of the
snnth west quarter, of the north-west quarterof
section twenty-eight,
town eight north, of range
sixteen west, running thence due south eight rods
thence west four rods, thence north eight rods
henca east four rods to the place of beginning,
(bung a piece of land four roils wide by eight
rods long, within the corporate limits of the ettv
°r Grand Haven,) together with all the appurtenances thereuntobelonging.
Dated this 25th day of April, A. D. 1878.

THE

LOCATED OPPOSITE

ff-26w

lost

?

I

new,

taken in Exchange for goods, at the

etc.

highest Market Price, at the

J?

5

1"

H,ock

-A. Steketee’s* Genera! Store.

situated

onE^ghth street

j XISaId. April 7, 1877. H* I)UEsBUR(Jltf

Cheap Cash Store of

E. J. Harrington.

I.

&

S.

YANDEN RERGE,

eighth street

HO

Eli

AND,

Iwlio;

